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Chapter 1471 - Immortal Tree Provocation 

This was a stalk of immortal medicine, a long life tree that was hard to find throughout the world! 

Shi Hao watched from the distance, drool about to come out, but it didn’t. Right now, he was only a 

skeleton. 

Only now did a blank expression appear on his face. He could smell the fragrance even without flesh, the 

smell penetrating deeply into his mind. It seemed like this immortal medicine really was formidable after 

all. 

It was clear that this was used on the soul, even his primordial spirit able to sense it. This type of 

‘fragrance’ could enter the spirit! 

No wonder it could prolong life, allow one to achieve immortality! This type of medicine made one’s 

primordial spirit change, not only the flesh undergoing rebirth, even cultivators undergoing a complete 

evolution. 

Shi Hao immediately realized something. Normal medicines had to be taken orally, but this medicine 

would most likely be equally effective when ingested by the primordial spirit. 

The immortal tree should have grown in burial region’s depths, planted by an unmatched burial king’s 

clan entrance, roots adjacent to the great tomb, why did it suddenly escape out? This really did make 

one think. 

“I know what’s going on, there was most likely a battle in burial region’s depths. This world is about to 

fall into chaos!” The female undead knight’s expression suddenly changed. 

“Is this extremely serious?” Shi Hao asked. 

“Of course it is!” The female undead knight’s expression was extremely unpleasant, her sparkling white 

charming face full of worry and fear. 

It was because according to what she said, undead knights normally remained asleep, the endless years, 

for them, were only a number, it didn’t represent much. 

Many undead knights never left the tombs, always asleep, accumulating power. It was because being 

buried underground was precisely their way of cultivation! 

In the burial region, it was normally extremely peaceful, lacking sounds, like a land of death. It was 

precisely like how the outside world saw it, completely barren, lacking all activity. 

Clearly, silence and peacefulness was their normal state. 

At the same time, he also understood that this race was extremely terrifying, a place that definitely gave 

birth to unmatched experts, those who were powerful to the point of making even Shutuo and Anlan 

feel restraining fear. Otherwise, they would have long dug up this burial region. 

“Ancient Burial Region is so mysterious, not even your own people understand the inside information?” 



“There was an exceptional undead knight that wished to unify a certain part of undead earth. In the end, 

under his great tomb, there were actually cracks that appeared, revealing a black underground abyss.” 

The female undead knight randomly gave an example. 

As a result, after that abyss opened, several ancient graves were revealed, an ancient burial knight 

crawling out from one of them, directly grabbing those powerful undead knights who were close to 

being unmatched, about to unify Burial Earth and dragged them into the underground ancient tomb. 

Shi Hao was completely stupefied when he heard this. Ancient Burial Region truly was hard for one to 

understand. 

“Not even we ourselves know how many secrets there are underground, how many levels there are in 

the Burial Earth, how many great eras they had existed for. There is no way for us to ascertain any of 

this.” The female undead knight said. 

Shi Hao was stunned, but now wasn’t the time to sigh with sorrow. He wanted to capture the immortal 

medicine. The fact that he was able to understand this much already wasn’t bad, the female undead 

knight wouldn’t be willing to leak out any more. 

“Can it be captured?” Shi Hao asked the female undead knight, wanting to restrict this long life tree with 

her help, take it for his own. 

“It is extremely dangerous. This type of immortal medicine is able to vanish instantly as long as they are 

connected to the ground, escape if there is wind. It comes and goes in the void, all types of restrictions 

are ineffective, too difficult to capture.” The female undead knight shook her head. 

Shi Hao plotted with her, wishing to get closer and closer, and then suddenly take action. 

Of course, there were still some precious artifacts, formations, and other things prepared. Even if it 

could break through them, they still had to give it a try just in case they did succeed in stopping it. 

“The immortal medicine’s vigilance is too great, possessing a type of inherent spiritual nature. Before we 

truly take action, it will notice something.” The female undead knight said. 

She gave Shi Hao a few suggestions, for example, exhaustion method, which was to keep chipping away 

at it until the immortal medicine was completely drained. 

It was because she didn’t think Shi hao could succeed right now, even though they weren’t that far now. 

“I just refuse to believe in the supernatural. With such a small distance between us, I can even lock 

down this heaven and earth, why wouldn’t I be able to catch it?” Shi Hao was unconvinced. 

All types of preparation work was already done. He felt like silently approaching had a great chance of 

succeeding. 

“Immortal medicines have always been intelligent, it wouldn’t take root in a normal place. This dao 

platform was used by an unmatched undead knight, you cannot underestimate it.” The young lady 

reminded. 

Shi Hao was inwardly shaken. The dao platform looked tattered, covered in cracks, about to fall apart, 

but there was indeed a mysterious dao aura swirling about. 



“I won’t worry about everything anymore, how can I give up on this opportunity? Please help me, 

prepare to take action!” Shi Hao said softly. 

They used divine will to communicate, so it naturally wouldn’t startle that stalk of long life medicine. 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao took action, turning into a streak of flowing light, rushing out. His large 

hand unfolded, grabbing the dao platform, his speed fast to the extreme! 

Sure enough, this immortal tree really was too sensitive. The instant Shi Hao moved, it reacted, entering 

the dao platform, wishing to enter the depths of the ground and use this to escape. 

“Where do you think you’re going!” Shi Hao shouted out. 

In his surroundings, all types of precious artifacts danced about, all of them rushing over. There were 

formation patterns that covered this place densely, sealing heaven and earth. 

Apart from this, he released a barrier of light, locking this place down. For someone as powerful as him 

to lock down everything within a hundred li was just too easy, it was like the other party had its wings 

pinned down. 

The void couldn’t be passed through, the great earth couldn’t be shaken, everything was sealed up! 

A smile appeared on the corners of Shi Hao’s lips. Even though that dao platform was in tatters, it 

released an indescribable aura that made all of the precious artifacts he controlled scatter. 

Moreover, there was a wave of terrifying power that began to spread, leaving his palms in intense pain, 

as if they were going to crack apart. 

In that instant, the space between Shi Hao’s thumb and forefinger began to bleed, trickle down, that 

area split open. The aura on the dao platform covered heaven and earth, as if a slumbering great vicious 

being revived, about to swallow him whole. 

“Hurry and retreat!” The female undead knight cried out in alarm, dragging him backwards. 

At the same time, the female undead knight’s expression paled, face carrying fear, truly extremely 

frightened. She felt a soul shaking feeling from that sacrificial stage. 

Even Shi Hao shivered inwardly at this moment, feeling as if he had been targeted by a prehistoric beast, 

cold eyes sweeping towards him, the feeling extremely merciless. 

On the tattered dao platform’s stone walls, a blurry face appeared. It couldn’t be seen clearly, but it 

really did make one feel its coldness. 

“The dao platform an unmatched existence has sat on cannot be destroyed.” The female undead knight 

said quietly, extremely nervous. She had a terrified expression on her face. The ancient dao platform 

actually developed intelligence, producing this type of irregular scene. This was an alarming sight for any 

undead knight. 

Shi Hao sighed. He underestimated this dao platform after all. There was something strange about it, 

immortal medicines really weren’t easy to catch. 

They retreated a great distance, and only then did the face on the dao platform disappear. n((O𝒱𝑬𝓛𝑏1n 



Shi Hao stared at the earth the immortal medicine entered. It broke through the restrictions, escaping 

without a trace. 

The formation patterns were useless against it after all! 

“Where do you think you are going?!” Shi Hao chased after it. 

He moved around the dao platform, chasing straight towards the direction where the long life medicine 

ran. 

On the dao platform, all types of divine liquids already dried up. These were drawn up from 

underground by the immortal medicine, so now that it left, those spiritual roots naturally scattered. 

“It most likely can’t be captured.” The female undead knight said, because once the long life medicine 

escaped, there was pretty much no hope left. 

However, contrary to what she thought, multicolored light flickered from the horizon. That immortal 

tree emerged from the ground, appearing again. 

Moreover, it was quite daring, removing its roots and fully appearing on the surface, starting to ‘run’. 

Correct, its main roots were exposed from the ground, continuously moving them like human legs, 

running extremely quickly. 

Did all divine medicines and immortal trees act like this? The female undead knight was also a bit 

speechless. 

It was because the previous Heavenly Deity Tree was also like this, this medicine even more daring. It 

clearly knew that those behind it wanted to capture it, yet after escaping, it actually dared to reveal 

itself again. 

Dark lines appeared on Shi Hao’s forehead. This immortal medicine was definitely provoking him, 

because it was still turning around to face them, stopping from time to time. 

It was to the extent where the newborn tender shoots were lowered, slapping its ‘buttocks’. 

Those ‘buttocks’ was naturally the stump, its trunk had been cut away by someone. 

“Motherfucking... it’s clearly provoking me!” Shi Hao grinded his teeth. He was being looked down on by 

a tree! 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” The female undead knight was also angered badly. This tree was 

too strange, actually looking down on them like this. 

“En?” Suddenly, the two of them noticed that something wasn’t right. 

It was because this tree was definitely doing this on purpose, leading them in a certain direction. What 

was it plotting? 

“This scoundrel, it actually wants to get rid of us, bring us into a danger spot?” Shi Hao was suspicious. 

The female undead knight slowed down. She frowned, because normally speaking, immortal medicines 

were not daring at all, not willing to stay behind. 



Sure enough, this tree stopped again, wobbling around, the new branches like fingers, making hook like 

motions in their direction, continuing to taunt them. 

“It left the holy land!” The female undead knight said. 

They were going to leave this Ancient Burial Region if they proceeded a few more li. 

“I am a bit interested in seeing just where it wants to bring us!” Shi Hao didn’t believe in the 

supernatural. He wanted to continue chasing it. 

Chapter 1472 - Rising Up in Revolt 

Several li, for them, was but a very close distance. They could rush over with a single step, leave this 

burial region just like that. 

Suddenly, the female knight staggered, almost falling. Her body swayed about, immediately stopping, 

unable to continue. 

“What’s wrong?” Shi Hao was startled. 

“This region has problems, greatly affecting undead knights, I... feel the yin energy within my body 

surge. I cannot proceed any further.” The young lady said. 

At this moment, her true body was covered in black mist. When they left this holy land, death energy 

surrounded the outside of her body, covered in dark clouds, the divine and auspiciousness all 

disappearing. 

Undead knights were a mysterious race. Even though they didn’t like sunlight, they didn’t fear it either, 

they could enter any type of environment. Meanwhile, she encountered a restriction here. 

What was going on? The two of them revealed shocked expressions. 

“No wonder the immortal medicine led us here, it seems like it knew this place can deal with undead 

knights. The place ahead is definitely harmful for you, you should stay behind.” Shi Hao said. 

That long life tree was extremely lowly, wishing to deal with the two of them. 

Shi Hao was unaffected because he wasn’t an undead knight. Right now, he was in skeleton form. 

“I remember, this place is a restricted region for undead knights, adjacent to our holy land!” The female 

undead knight said. 

It was because this holy land had been abandoned, no undead knights coming here anymore. All of 

them pretty much forgot about that legend. 

Holy earth was accompanied by vile earth! 

The so-called vile earth was precisely adjacent to this place! 

“There was this type of saying?” Shi Hao was shocked. 



“When undead knights are asleep, their place where they reside is carefully chosen, only a few vile 

earths able to restrict us, this place ought to be one of them. Of course, for a powerful Golden Undead 

Knight, the effects of vile earth are also practically negligible.” The female undead knight said. 

“You all, wait here, I’m going inside!” Shi Hao had her return. They were drawn to this type of place by a 

stalk of medicine, and it even wanted to continue leading them by the nose, Shi Hao’s expression wasn’t 

that pleasant. 

He prepared to enter by himself, personally catch the immortal medicine. 

“You need to be careful, the vile earth isn’t some auspicious place for us undead knights, but I don’t 

know if it will affect you all too!” The female undead knight warned. 

“It should be fine, or else I would have sensed something a while ago. Moreover, this is a chance. I’ll 

pretend that I am affected and stagger my way over, maybe it can drop that medicine’s guard, catch it 

this way.” Shi Hao snickered. 

The female undead knight didn’t say any more, backing up, heading towards that ancient dao platform. 

She wanted to see if there were any great opportunities there. 

This region really was incredibly strange. There were plants inside, but it wasn’t full of life, lacking 

animals, to the extent where not even an insect could be seen. It was completely silent. 

Wind blew past. This was a chilly and desolate place. 

Shi Hao staggered over, several times almost falling, but he was still getting closer, entering that ancient 

land. 

That stalk of immortal medicine appeared several times, walking and stopping, wishing to lead him 

deeper. 

“When I catch you, I’m going to leave the roots, but the tender shoots are all going to be made into a 

pot of immortal pills!” Shi Hao grumbled. This immortal medicine was just too daring, continuously 

provoking him. 

Yi? 

Suddenly, Shi Hao was shocked. There were traces up ahead, covered densely in black spots, forming 

strange patterns. 

These spots were separately distributed on the ground, extremely vast, nothing much could be seen 

when he walked close. However, Shi Hao felt like this should be a diagram that represented the laws of 

this place. 

He jumped up, entering the skies, looking down. His body immediately shook! 

When those patterns were viewed together, it was actually a black skull, extremely sinister and strange. 

This was formed from the black earth on the ground. 

He quickly descended, feigning to be staggering a few more times. It was because he didn’t know if that 

immortal medicine was still nearby. 



Shi Hao began to think to himself. This black skull was exactly the same as the marking on that beast skin 

diagram he saw in Imperial Pass. At that time, they thought that it was a warning sign, now, it seemed 

like it was a real pattern! 

Did he finally reach that ancient land? 

Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, Ancient Burial Region, the place the three 

surrounded was precisely that place of natural luck, as well as Shi Hao’s objective for this trip. 

Previously, he thought that the female undead knight was leading him to a holy land, he never expected 

to end up here! 

Vile earth! 

He shivered inwardly again here. Just what kind of place was this exactly? What was hidden here? 

The foreign creatures should know a few things. Previously, it was precisely them who were looking 

around, wishing to come here, while the restricted regions of the Nine Heavens should also know a few 

things, also wanting to come and investigate. 

“This place should be extremely terrifying. If I enter recklessly, it will be extremely difficult to make it out 

alive!” Shi Hao said to himself. 

Until now, even though he entered, nothing dangerous happened. 

Moreover, that long life tree also came, wishing to draw them into the innermost depths. Could it be 

that this stalk of medicine knew this place’s secrets? 

After advancing a bit of distance, Shi Hao didn’t continue forward. He was worried that something bad 

might happen, moreover, the reason he even came this far was for the immortal medicine. 

He staggered a bit, becoming weaker and weaker, completely imitating the female undead knight’s 

state. In the end, he even searched for a place to fall down, and then he stopped moving. 

Would baiting the immortal medicine like this be of any use? Shi Hao didn’t know, he even felt like 

acting like this was a bit too stupid. That stalk of medicine should be extremely slippery. 

This was completely continuing to try everything out of desperation. That medicine will definitely still be 

on guard for some time, it wouldn’t be easy to catch. 

Shi Hao was extremely patient, not moving even after many hours, even retracting all of his life aura. He 

didn’t move at all. 

“Shameless immortal medicine, how can you still stay calm?!” Shi Hao cursed inwardly. 

That stalk of medicine didn’t reveal itself from start to finish, as if it disappeared. 

Shi Hao was a bit speechless. Was that medicine watching him make a fool of himself? If this really was 

the case, then it was too hateful. 

Suddenly, he heard footstep sounds from the distance! 

This left Shi Hao shocked. There were living creatures here? 



Before, it was extremely quiet, not even an ant visible. Why did such powerful blood energy fluctuations 

suddenly appear? The vital force was extremely vigorous. 

Was there danger? 

Shi Hao wanted to get up, but he endured it. 

Soon afterwards, a cold smile appeared on the corners of his lips, because he knew who it was. When 

those creatures passed through the region where the black skeleton skull was, everything could be 

clearly perceived. 

Before, with that black skull marking in the way, he actually couldn’t even see sense who it was. 

The golden creature was incredibly majestic, comparable to three mountain peaks. It gave off an 

extremely terrifying oppressive feeling. 

These were three lions, all of them as if cast from gold. They were massive, fierce and horrifying, so 

powerful even space itself seemed to be distorting. There were energy fields protecting their bodies. 

However, when the three lions came here, they also became extremely cautious, reducing their body 

size, turning into around a zhang in height, fearing that bodies that were too massive would easily give 

them away. 

There were three Fearless Lion Clan experts who actually came here, leaving Shi Hao considerably 

shocked. 

“Emperor Clan’s young great one entered first, I really hope he doesn’t seize the opportunities away 

first!” A golden lion said quietly, voice overcast, extremely worried. 

“He has a supreme treasure on him. This time, quite a bit was invested in order for him to come in here 

without any hindrance, enter first. In the end, the fact that we are able to enter is also partly because of 

him.” Another golden lion said. 

“Everyone thought that he came to kill Huang, only a few people knew that he actually came for the 

things here!” 

The three golden lions conversed quietly, the divine radiance in their eyes like rainbows. Meanwhile, 

their bodies were also extremely brilliant, throbbing like golden flames. 

Shi Hao’s mind jumped. The foreign side’s Emperor Clan’s young great one came for the natural luck 

here? This made his mind sink, it was best if he could stop the other party from obtaining it first. 

“Say, do you think he can obtain it?” 

“I think it’s hard to say. After so many years passed, all of the experts who came have failed, leaving 

behind many corpses. I refused to believe that he is this heaven-defying! Actually, we have to be careful 

too. If we continue forward, there might be danger to our lives. This place is too terrifying!” 

Shi Hao could hear everything from his hidden location. He found it hard to calm down, what exactly 

was there here? 



Right now, the three golden lions approached, none of them noticing the skeleton not far out was a 

living creature. 

It was because Shi Hao retracted all of his life aura, so he looked no different from a set of dried-up 

bones, difficult for others to tell the difference. 

“Huang mysteriously came to Divine Medicine Mountain Range, so he most likely came for this place 

too!” 

“Only a few people have come here, the others all unaware, thinking that we are here to kill Huang. 

However, in reality, the Emperor Clan individual and Gu Clan’s person’s objectives are both this place!” 

When he listened up to here, Shi Hao felt a wave of killing intent within him. They actually all came for 

this place! If he ran into him, then he’ll just get rid of them along the way. 

“I wonder if Huang came here. He is quite frightening, don’t tell me he really is a Golden Undead 

Knight!” 

When they recalled news of Shi Hao walking together with an undead knight, all of their expressions 

became ugly. 

“Impossible. He is the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ creature, we are certain of this. The one from Imperial 

Pass has given us sufficient proof!” A golden lion said. 

“The strength he displayed really is too powerful, it is best if we can kill him to avoid future disasters, 

avoid him entering my clan to settle things!” Another golden lion said coldly. 

The killing intent within Shi Hao became stronger. He understood these golden lions’ misgivings. 

It was because the Fearless Lion race came from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, originally not a foreign 

creature. However, in the end, before the great battle of the last era, they defected over to this side. 

The effects of this were severe, causing many other powerful clans to also defect. 

Moreover, when the true great battle descended, they were extremely vicious, helping the foreign side 

attack the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, killing countless creatures, their hands soaked in blood. 

“What is there to be scared of? It’s just one Huang, he still hasn’t grown up yet. He’ll be killed sooner or 

later!” A golden lion said coldly. 

“Exactly, there’s nothing to worry about. Moreover, there’s no need for us to fear him either. Forget 

about the seniors, even in this generation, my clan has produced someone who retraced his ancestry, he 

should have the strength to stop him!” The other golden lion nodded. 

The divine flame in Shi Hao’s skull glowed slightly. He didn’t want to continue waiting, wanted to take 

action, kill the three golden lions here. 

One of them was just too close to him, having its back to him. 

Hong! 



Shi Hao jumped up, instantly arriving. A palm descended like a heavenly blade, drawing out a dazzling 

streak of blade radiance. 

“Who?!” The three golden lions were all on guard, immediately sensing that something was off. They 

hurriedly activated great divine abilities to intercept this attack. 

However, it was a bit too late. The lion that was targeted by Shi Hao screamed miserably. Even though it 

avoided getting hit in the vitals, its tail was cut off, blood splashing everywhere. 

Moreover, Shi Hao was like a flash of light, arriving forward. His fist smashed downwards, striking its 

back. 

“You dare!” The other two lions roared out. 

The golden lion who was struck erupted with divine radiance, using its divine force to crazily attack. 

This was an extremely powerful golden lion, long possessing Self Severing Realm cultivation. However, in 

the end, it still suffered greatly, because there was no way it could move faster than Shi Hao. 

Pu! n((O𝒱𝑬𝓛𝑏1n 

Shi Hao’s fist blasted through its body, sending golden blood splashing out. 

Chi! 

Immediately afterwards, Shi Hao grabbed its neck, capturing it alive, and then quickly backed up. 

“Tell me everything else you all know, or else I will definitely kill it!” Shi Hao said coldly. He wanted to 

know what laid in this piece of vile earth. 

At the same time, he didn’t have any good intentions towards the Fearless Lion bloodline. Back then, 

this clan contributed to evil, severely wounding the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, it really was a great 

bloodthirsty clan that was beyond vicious. 

“Huang, stop!” The other two lions were both shocked, not expecting it to be him, recognizing his 

identity from the primordial spirit light. 

Pu! 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything. An arm descended, directly removing one of the legs of the captured golden 

lion, blood gushing everywhere. 

“If you waste any more time, I am going to directly slaughter it!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Chapter 1473 - Shutuo’s Concern 

Ao... The golden lion that was restricted by Shi Hao released a low roar, the voice carrying anger, as well 

as a type of humiliation and unwillingness. 

It was the Fearless Lion’s descendant, back then, their ancestors could challenge the Immortal Dao 

Monk King, its reputation widespread. This clan always acted powerfully, when had they ever become 

prisoners, humiliated like this before? 



“If you continue crying, I’m going to directly skin and eat you!” Shi Hao threatened. Moreover, he didn’t 

show any mercy, his palm descended, breaking the golden lion’s vertebra. 

Even though it was powerful, a divine dao expert, right now, its damaged body was trembling 

uncontrollably. The damage it suffered was too great. 

“Stop, we’ll talk!” The two other lions couldn’t resist anymore, scared of their brother being killed. 

Their breathing was rushed, eyes staring at Shi Hao, their golden pupils filled with hatred. However, 

when faced with Huang, they still felt extremely helpless, momentarily left without a choice. 

Shi Hao didn’t say anything, waiting for them to speak. 

“There is a mysterious object here, it is related to too much!” 

“When great ancestor Shutuo excavated Ancient Burial Region back then, he unexpectedly obtained an 

ancient scroll. Even though it was tattered, there was a mysterious location marked on it, stating that an 

ancient object was buried there.” 

The two golden lions had no choice. Their eyes flickered about, speaking about the mysteries of this 

place. 

Something Shutuo cared about? The effects of this were just too great, Shi Hao immediately became 

fearful! 

One had to understand that Anlan, Shutuo, these were terrifying existences who fought with immortal 

kings and ultimately survived! 

Something that Shutuo desired, just what exactly was this? 

“Too vague, these things you all talk about have no significance. I already knew there was great natural 

luck here.” Even though Shi Hao was actually struggling to calm down, his voice was instead extremely 

cold. 

“There’s no way great ancestor Shutuo would tell us what it is!” A golden lion hurriedly said. 

However, everyone knew that this thing was definitely formidable. 

Right now, there were several rumors being passed around the outside world. 

There were some who said that there was a scripture, unknown if it was immortal or demonic. It was 

incredibly astonishing, containing the highest profound mysteries, even making Shutuo and those other 

individuals extremely moved. 

There was another type of saying, that there was a burial artifact here specifically used to restrict 

undead knights! For the ancient ancestor who had always wished to explore Ancient Burial Region, this 

was undoubtedly a supreme treasure. 

It was also said that there was a type of extremely mysterious power here that could be extracted. Once 

it was obtained, the owner would become unmatched under the sky. 



Apart from this, there were other sayings, for example, this place had a creature that was continuously 

nurtured, its dao body unrivaled, unprecedented from past until now, incomparable. It was rumored 

that if one could send their own primordial spirit in, remove and replace the one inside, they would 

obtain an unmatched magical body! 

... 

Shi Hao frowned. After hearing them speak about all of these rumors, he began to silently think to 

himself. 

Regardless, this place indeed had great natural luck! 

“You all really aren’t sincere, there are some things you still haven’t spoken about, right?” Shi Hao said 

coldly. A finger pointed out, and then the captive in his hands released a roar of pain. A blood hole 

appeared on his body. 

“Stop!” A golden lion shouted. 

“The depths of this place has dangers, if you enter recklessly, only withered bones will remain!” The 

other golden lion shouted, hurriedly speaking about these things. 

After all these years, Shutuo and Anlan sent people over again and again, but in the end, they all failed. 

There was a mysterious power in the depths of this region that could kill intruders. 

The undying existences couldn’t cross Heaven Abyss, so they had no way of coming here! 

For cultivators of other cultivation realms, they all failed, more than one supreme being dying miserably. 

Their blood dyed the ancient land, turning into skeletal remains, forever unable to leave this place. 

“Even supreme beings who went in died?” Shi Hao frowned. 

This place was too dangerous. Did this mean that he didn’t have any hope? 

“Correct, from past until now, not a single supreme being who came returned alive, all of them dying 

here.” A golden lion nodded, speaking in an extremely unwilling manner. 

If he had a choice, he wouldn’t have spoken about this matter. 

“Yet you all still came?” Shi Hao looked at them. 

“It is because even though the cultivators of other cultivation realms came here before, even after they 

failed, some of them still returned alive.” The other lion said. 

How could this be possible? Shi Hao didn’t really believe them. However, after listening to them speak 

about this in detail, he began to think to himself. 

Hou! 

Suddenly, the lion in Shi Hao’s grasp released a world-shaking great roar. It was one of this clan’s sect 

protecting divine abilities -- Fearless Lion Roar! 

It was originally suppressed, but it was able to mysteriously break through its seal, and then it 

immediately released a roar at Shi Hao! 



At the same time, the other two lions’ long golden fur also surged, standing on end, releasing even more 

deafening roars to attack Shi Hao. 

They suddenly acted out, wishing to kill Huang immediately with this attack. 

For the Fearless Lion Clan, becoming a captive was shameful. It wouldn’t be willing to just accept this. It 

secretly tried to break the seal, kill this great enemy. 

Shi Hao’s body trembled, his fingers becoming a bit numb, loosening. That seriously injured golden lion 

struggled free, but immediately afterwards, it coughed out large amounts of blood, its body breaking 

apart. 

It was because at the crucial moment, Shi Hao’s fingers moved, striking its body, almost crushing half its 

bones! 

How could this be possible? It was shocked. How could Huang be this powerful?! 

“Move, kill him!” 

Hou! 

The other two lions protected their injured brother. Their bodies shone, golden flames raging. Precious 

technique rushed at Shi Hao. 

Shi Hao’s hands interweaved. A Kun Peng emerged together with lightning, interweaving together, 

blocking their divine abilities, neutralizing them. 

His expression was unpleasant. The three lions were much stronger than he had thought, almost making 

him suffer a great loss. 

“You...” The three lions turned pale with fright. They launched a sudden attack that was supposed to 

result in inevitable death, yet in the end, Huang wasn’t even injured. This was just too crazy! 

“Since you all want to die, then I’ll help you satisfy your wishes!” Shi Hao said with an ice-cold voice. 

The three golden lions all surged with raging flames. Golden light rushed into the heavens, all of them 

activating their bloodlines, using the greatest power they could display. 

“Activate the ancient treasures!” 

The three lions said with a low voice, secretly transmitting sound. 

They knew that if they relied on their true strength, they wouldn’t be Huang’s match. They could only 

entrust their hopes to those two ancient treasures. 

They absolutely refused to believe that the Fearless Lion bloodline at the Self Severing Realm couldn’t 

defeat a Void Dao Realm human! 

Kuang dang! 

A vibration sounded. One of the golden lions stood up, in its large claw an alms bowl. Even though it was 

simple and ancient in appearance, there was primal chaos aura within. 



This was an extremely powerful precious artifact! 

“Used to be an ancient monk’s magical artifact, what a pity, it has cracked apart.” A golden lion said with 

regret. 

This magical artifact was covered in fine cracks. Otherwise, it would be incredibly terrifying, able to store 

the sun, moon, and stars. 

“Huang, just hand over your life!” A golden lion roared out. The alms bowl it held shone, and then 

rushed at Shi Hao, continuously enlarging, actually about to collect him inside. 

“En?” Shi Hao was shocked. This alms bowl was just too powerful! He couldn’t struggle free, actually 

about to be sucked in! 

“Haha... it is effective after all!” A golden lion said excitedly. 

Shi Hao’s body shrunk, half his body even entering the alms bowl, buried in primal chaos! 

“What a pity that it isn’t the Immortal Dao Monk King’s alms bowl. Otherwise, it could suppress and kill 

even immortals!” A golden lion said with a sigh. n.)O𝓋𝖊𝔩𝗯1n 

“Huang, so there is a day when even you fall to this type of state! Back then, my ancestors had eaten 

even true immortals, you think you are anyone special? You actually dare to oppose my clan!” The 

injured golden lion roared out, finally spitting back some of its resentment. However, this still wasn’t 

enough, he wanted to see Huang become refined into a bloody paste. 

“Just a group of scum who defected to the other side. After doing such things, you all still have the nerve 

to glorify your shameful ancestors?!” Shi Hao said with a cold laugh. 

Right now, even though he was restricted by the alms bowl, he wasn’t flustered. 

Hong! 

On the side, the other golden lion also stood up. There was a Demonfall Pestle in his large claws. It was 

purple-gold in color, flickering with chilly metallic radiance. 

It was like the alms bowl, its surface also covered in cracks, an ancient monk magical treasure. 

After these two magical artifacts were activated, divine might surged, immediately making this place 

tremble. Heaven and earth split apart, the scene terrifying. 

“You are courting death!” That golden lion released a great roar, brandishing the Demonfall Pestle, 

smashing it in Shi Hao’s direction. 

Dang! 

Shi Hao blocked the Demonfall Pestle with his bare hands. While standing in the alms bowl, he resisted 

the purple-gold precious pestle weapon that struck down from above. 

“The losers are always in the wrong, many great clans from the Nine Heavens were wiped out in that 

battle, while my Fearless Lion bloodline became a foreign king race, only becoming even stronger! This is 

reality!” 



“Whether you accept it or not doesn’t matter. My Fearless Lion bloodline is still faring extremely well, 

while many of the past families all became history’s smoke and ashes. There were some families’ 

ancestors who were even more so refined into puppets, my clan alone having a few servants like this!” 

A golden lion roared out, trying to disrupt Shi Hao’s state of mind. 

“You’ve already spoken enough, I’ll send you all on your way!” Shi Hao suddenly shone. A sword core 

rushed up, directly piercing through the alms bowl. Then, it released magical force. Following a loud 

noise, that precious artifact exploded. 

Right at this time, he brandished his fist, continuously smashing at the Demonfall Pestle in midair, 

making the cracks on its surface quickly spread. In the end, with a kacha noise, it also exploded. 

Ah... 

The three golden lions screamed miserably. It was because after those fragments exploded, they 

stabbed into their bodies, drenching them in blood, suffering heavy injuries. 

“Run!” 

At this moment, the three lions’ souls all shivered. They were sure that Huang couldn’t be faced, even 

more powerful than they imagined. 

“It’s too late!” Shi Hao said with a cold laugh. 

Peng! 

The golden lion that was previously captured was grabbed. With a pu sound, its skull was removed, 

primordial spirit split through. 

Then, Shi Hao unleashed a great slaughter on the other two lions. 

Even if they had the Fearless Lion’s bloodline, when faced with Huang who didn’t hold back, they were 

still quite lacking. After all, they didn’t truly retrace their ancestry. 

In the end, blood radiance flickered in this place, the two lions left also died one after the other. 

An hour later, Shi Hao’s hair stood on end, because he ended up heading into this ancient land’s depths, 

feeling great danger, as if a disaster was about to descend. 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a muffled noise sounded from the very depths of the vile earth. Moreover, a wave of black 

energy swept over. 

Shi Hao’s entire body went ice-cold. He turned around to leave, because he could feel a great disaster 

descending. Did something disastrous happen in the ancient land? 

At the same time, he heard a long roar that shook the ancient land. There was someone else here? 

That was a human-shaped skeleton that ran out from the restricted region depths, frantically running. 

“Why is it just like me, a skeleton?” Shi Hao was shocked. 



Hou! 

Then, Shi Hao heard another lion roar from the other side. He saw the second creature, it was also 

fleeing. 

It was a lion, also lacking flesh, only a golden skeleton, currently frantically running, wishing to escape 

from the black tide. 

“This is...” Shi Hao was immediately alarmed. This lion’s skeleton was ridiculously powerful, far greater 

than those three lions. Could this be the one who retraced its ancestry? 

Soon afterwards, he saw another terrifying creature quickly fleeing from a different region. Time 

fragments danced about one hand, spatial power surging in the other, tearing apart heaven and earth. 

Meanwhile, this creature was also a skeleton! 

“Gu Clan!” Shi Hao narrowed his eyes. He actually encountered the Fearless Lion who retraced its 

ancestry, as well as the extremely powerful Gu Clan who dared fight against immortal kings. 

“Could that human skeleton be the Emperor Clan’s so-called young great one?” Shi Hao was suspicious. 

This time, the three most powerful great experts were all here, just like Shi Hao, all of them skeletons. 

They were all fleeing for their lives, trying to escape the black energy tide behind them. 

“I wasn’t the only one who turned into a skeleton? There are others?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

What exactly was the thing Shutuo wanted? Shi Hao quickly escaped, but he also turned around to look 

at the surging great black mist from time to time. 

Chapter 1474 - Coming Into Being 

Honglong! 

Raging waves beat against the shore, rubble collapsing the clouds! 

This scene was extremely grand, the black waves producing heaven reaching splashes, directly 

submerging the clouds in the sky, covering this expanse of vile earth. 

This was too fierce, incredibly intimidating! 

In reality, these weren’t true waves, but only a type of black energy. However, it seemed no different 

from a raging divine sea, engulfing the heavens above and earth below. 

Shi Hao was running, frantically fleeing. That type of energy was too terrifying, he was sure that it could 

kill cultivators of even higher cultivation realm, even gods would fall before it. 

In the rear, the three great cultivators were even more so fleeing frantically for their lives. They were all 

charging towards roughly the same position, their bodies burning, not hesitating to ignite their source! 

Peng! 

Shi Hao tried to tear open space, wishing to cross this area of heaven and earth. 



In the end, his arms became numb, fingers in pain. Even though he ripped open a small crack, he 

discovered that he couldn’t completely open it. 

At this moment, he finally understood why the Gu Clan expert had time fragments dancing about one 

hand, spatial fragments flickering in the other, yet still couldn’t open up the world. 

It was because this place was sealed up, spatial passages couldn’t be opened. There was no way to 

directly travel through this region. 

As a result, they could only walk, run like they were crazy to escape this source of destruction. 

“Not good!” 

Shi Hao became more and more horrified. It was because he discovered that even after doing everything 

he could, he still only ran six hundred li or so. The Earth to Inches Divine Ability was ineffective. 

Moreover, during this period of time, he actually didn’t leave the ground in flight, suppressed by a wave 

of great power, unable to charge into the skies. 

This made his scalp numb. They were gradually being crushed into the ground, unable to immediately 

leave. The black waves were like a giant army, roaring, releasing ear-splitting sounds, hiding the sky and 

covering the earth as it swept over! 

The origins of the three great experts in the back were great, but right now, they were in an incredibly 

sorry state, forced to run for their lives. 

Comparatively speaking, Shi Hao was still rather safe, because he was ahead of them. 

“What kind of secret force is this black energy?” Shi Hao ran while looking back from time to time, 

carefully examining it. 

This type of secret force was extremely strange, influencing the world, interfering with the stability of 

space, precious techniques actually unable to be effectively displayed. Otherwise, with a spread of Kun 

Peng Technique’s wings, he would have rushed into the heavens a long time ago. 

Shi Hao’s pupils flashed. With a raise of his hand, he smashed it backwards. As expected, powerful divine 

abilities couldn’t take form, unable to gather. 

However, his divine force remained. Even though it was considerably suppressed, there was still a 

portion that turned into divine light, rushing backwards, facing the great black wave. 

The result was completely beyond his expectations! 

Hong! 

When the streak of light landed in the black waves, it immediately stirred up a mountain collapsing 

sound, shaking up the heavens above and earth below, moreover transferring terrifying energy 

radiance. 

After the divine radiance and black energy encountered each other, it triggered an incomparably 

powerful retaliation. It was as if over a million volcanoes erupted at the same time, drowning out the 

heavens. 



Only, this power wasn’t red, but rather black, like magma that originated from hell itself, purging the 

heavens. 

Hou! 

The golden lion bones released a soul shaking roar. It was absolutely furious, because after this black 

wave erupted, it was effected, just happening to flare out where it was. 

“What race are you? Are you courting death?!” The Fearless Lion that retraced its ancestry really was 

angry, completely erupting into fury, directly roaring out these words. 

It was normally cool-headed and ruthless, of few words, it wouldn’t speak these words that carried great 

emotions at all. It would only directly take action. 

Right now, while in critical danger, it couldn’t worry about that much, its most instinctive emotions 

revealed. 

“Didn’t your clan’s ancestor tell you before you come that you can’t face it head-on? The stronger you 

are, the stronger it is!” That human skeleton also spoke out. 

This was a powerful disciple from a certain Emperor Clan. After tens of thousands of years, the Emperor 

Clans sent someone out from the ancient land again, entering Desolate Border. This individual’s divine 

might was unimaginable. 

However, before it had time to even display its power, it encountered danger here. 

Shi Hao was moved. There was even this type of saying? He understood their intentions. 

For this type of black energy, the more powerful the energy that attacked it, the more explosive it would 

become, the retaliation greater! 

In this instant, Shi Hao was tempted. He wanted to compete in strength, attack this black sea, have it 

completely swallow up these three great experts. 

However, soon afterwards, he shook his head, because right now, divine abilities were hard to display, 

magical force also no longer that powerful. Even if he took action with full power, the result wouldn’t be 

that great. 

Otherwise, just now, the Fearless Lion would have died, and not only being affected a bit. 

In that instant, Shi Hao’s thoughts moved quickly. Right now, he was in a skeleton state, moreover 

hiding his true body’s aura, perhaps he could pretend to be a foreign cultivator right now, and then at 

the crucial time, deliver a fatal attack on the three great experts. 

“I’m sorry, I was a bit nervous, I forgot.” Shi Hao transmitted sound. 

That human skeleton no longer said anything, the Gu Clan expert remaining silent the entire time. Only 

the golden skeleton released a low roar of anger, because its tailbone was in intense pain, swept 

through by the black radiance, having a piece cut off! 

This was truly a great humiliation. The Fearless Lion who retraced its ancestry, if it grew up, could 

contend against immortal dao experts. When had it ever lost its tail before? 



Two streaks of cold golden light shot out from its eyes, but it didn’t say anything else, instead focusing 

on running. 

Right at this time, a streak of flowing light flickered. There was a creature that appeared from the rock 

forest, also running, unable to hide its true body any longer. 

Shi Hao immediately saw that it was precisely that immortal medicine. It was also fleeing, likely not 

expecting this place to be this dangerous. 

Shi Hao cursed. This crafty old tree purposely led him here, wishing to eliminate him, this made him 

furious. Now that he saw it again, he directly rushed over. 

An ao sounded. That old tree actually cried out, so scared its tree branches shook, running even faster. 

It couldn’t move through the void, nor could it run through the earth, only able to frantically flee on the 

surface, now completely exposed. 

For a long life tree, this was incredibly dangerous! 

However, its speed was too fast. Even if it couldn’t move through the void, when its large legs moved, it 

was still extremely fast and slippery. 

In the back, when the emperor race great one, Gu Clan inheritor, and Fearless Lion who retraced its 

ancestry saw this, their eyes immediately revealed brilliance, minds incredibly shaken. 

If it was anyone else, they would have long released cries of alarm. They actually unexpectedly 

encountered a long life tree! The value was just too great, even undying existences’ eyes would become 

red. 

These three great experts changed their directions, chasing directly in his direction! 

“Where do you think you’re going?!” Shi Hao risked it all, chasing after the immortal medicine. This was 

a rare opportunity. The old tree couldn’t hide effectively anymore. 

The old tree’s roots were like tentacles, landing on the ground, extremely fast. This type of speed left 

the young great experts all stupefied. 

It was because it began to risk it all too. If it was just a bit slower, it would definitely be caught, and then 

there wouldn’t be a good end for it. 

This was especially the case when it had provoked Shi Hao before, knowing that once it was caught, it 

would definitely have to suffer the consequences. 

Its entire body shone, five-colored immortal mist lingering about. The colors were mottled, a tender 

shoot’s leaves moved, flickering with great dao splendor. 

Shi Hao’s speed was increasing, even faster than when he was running for his life, all because he was 

stirred-up by this old tree. It was because this bastard thought its speed was faster than the others’, 

when it fled a certain amount of distance, it made a hooking motion with its tender shoots again 

towards Shi Hao, provoking him. 

Chi! 



Shi Hao was like a divine arrow that pierced the clouds, leaving behind dazzling radiance, immediately 

rushing over. 

“Aiya!” The immortal medicine screamed, running even faster. 

Hong! 

Shi Hao smashed his fist over from the back. From his stance, it seemed like he wanted to smash this old 

tree to pieces. n)(𝑜.-𝓥-/𝓔--𝗅(/𝑏.)I--n 

Sou! 

Suddenly, that aged tree trembled, the tender shooks swaying. An immortal leaf fell, shooting in Shi 

Hao’s direction. 

“En?” Shi Hao was shocked. Was this an attack? It didn’t seem like it, because it didn’t have much 

power. 

He reached out his hand, immediately grabbing it. He immediately sensed surging life force. It was too 

powerful, containing immortal dao life aura. 

It was precisely at this instant that the old tree made its way through the vile earth, entering the burial 

region’s holy land. 

With a chiliu sound, it entered the ground, thus disappearing. 

“Just a moment of distraction and benevolence, and I ended up letting you run again.” Shi Hao was 

regretful. He also returned to the holy land. 

In reality, he knew that just now, he couldn’t smash apart this immortal medicine no matter what he 

did. Moreover, he was still far away, even if he really wanted to damage it, he still couldn’t make it stay 

behind. 

Shi Hao didn’t stop, rushing forward. 

However, when the three great experts entered the holy land, they all stopped, turning around to look 

towards the black wave. 

“They didn’t die?” Shi Hao was shocked. 

Something miraculous happened. When the black wave rushed here, it seemed to have encountered an 

invisible obstacle, unable to enter the holy land. 

It was clear that the three great experts all knew that it would be like this. 

“It’s effective, actually... opened up that place! That thing has appeared!” Right at this time, the usually 

silent Gu Clan young supreme being spoke, extremely excited. 

Shi Hao also stopped, watching from the distance. 

In the depths of the black sea, dazzling light surged, incomparably divine and gentle. 

Shutuo, Anlan, the thing these two were concerned about emerged! 



Chapter 1475 - Object In the Tomb 

In the depths of the black sea, that sphere of light was extremely gentle and mysterious, carrying faint 

golden radiance, like a divine moon rising from the sea. 

Shi Hao was unable to take his eyes off of it, staring in that direction. Just what kind of thing appeared 

exactly? 

Was there really an artifact? This immediately left everyone here greatly shaken. 

This was especially true for the Emperor Clan young great one. This time, he was the main force, coming 

here precisely to bring away the mysterious object. Now, he saw hope. 

“This is too inconceivable. After endless time, so many people died, the supreme beings who came even 

died, yet we succeeded!” The Gu Clan young expert said. n)(𝑜.-𝓥-/𝓔--𝗅(/𝑏.)I--n 

“It actually really appeared! I thought it was just a legend, that it would never appear, but now, it is 

about to!” The golden lion’s bones shook, its eyes resplendent. 

Emperor Clan’s young great one was also extremely moved. He clenched his fists tightly, because no one 

understood better than him just how great of price was paid this time. 

They all hoped that there really was hope, that this wasn’t just a mistake. It was because they had 

already planned so much, prepared a lot of safeguards. 

For the sake of success this time, Shutuo and the others had previously bestowed secret artifacts, 

informing Emperor Clan’s young great one the deciphering methods, preparing many methods for him. 

Not long ago, they already lost count of just how many formation banners were destroyed. Those were 

all brought from the foreign region. There was no lack of flagpoles made of Immortal Gold among them! 

“It has appeared!” Emperor Clan’s young great one said with a low voice, eyes becoming more and more 

resplendent. 

They didn’t have flesh, but right now, there was a powerful wave of essence energy, every one of them 

releasing terrifying auras. They stared in that direction, scared of letting something go. 

Even Shi Hao long stopped all movements, fully concentrating his attention on the depths of the black 

sea. 

“Just what is there exactly in the depths of the vile earth, for Anlan, Shutuo and others to attach so 

much importance to it, continuously sending people to come and look?” Shi Hao really wanted to know. 

In the depths of the black divine sea, waves struck the heavens. Meanwhile, that sphere of light became 

more and more brilliant, completely unaffected. 

Finally, it fully left the water surface, emerging from below. 

“That is...” The divine light within the Emperor Clan young great one’s eye sockets erupted, staring into 

the black sea. 



The others were also all shocked, because what they saw was completely different from what they 

imagined. 

In that place, there was a dark red large grave that appeared precisely from the black sea, rising to the 

water surface. 

This grave was extremely large. They could see how majestic it was even from so far away, its presence 

suffocating, the dark red color as if previously soaked in blood. 

It was extremely lofty, as if an imperishable immortal city descended through the great spatial crack, 

appearing in this world. 

Why would it be a grave? Was this what Shutuo and the others were looking for? 

“The divine radiance was released from inside of it!” The Fearless Lion spoke. Even though it was 

shocked, it still kept its cool. 

Then, that crack became larger and larger, the entire mountainous ancient grave splitting apart. A gentle 

golden radiance was released, as if a sun was rising from the darkness. 

What kind of object was that? 

It was actually hidden in the great grave! 

The great experts here immediately became nervous, also becoming extremely stirred up. The legendary 

object was finally going to appear in the world! This object attracted the attention of Undying Kings, just 

what was special about it? 

“Don’t tell me it belongs to the undead knights?” Shi Hao muttered. 

It was actually buried in a great grave, this really was the burial region’s style. 

However, that place was vile earth, not burial region. Moreover, undead knights loathed this place, not 

willing to get close, unable to enter. 

Could it be that it was precisely because of this artifact that undead knights left this place, disliking this 

ancient land? 

Shi Hao wanted to find the female undead knight, but in the end, he didn’t find her, not knowing where 

in the holy land she was now. 

Normally, after such a great disturbance, she should have heard it. 

Hong! 

Black waves struck the heavens, the noise deafening, becoming more and more crazy. One could see 

tens of thousands of waves crashing towards the holy land, powerful and forceful to the extreme. 

Only, this holy land really was too special, like a transparent wall. It directly and firmly stopped the black 

waves from rushing in, not letting them even half a step closer. 

“The great grave is collapsing!” The golden lion cried out. 



At this time, the ancient tomb in the depths of the restricted region caved in, cracked apart, releasing 

faint golden radiance. It was clear that the object inside was about to rush out. 

“After so many precious objects were destroyed, all of them refined by Undying Kings, there is finally 

some return! It is going to appear!” The Emperor Clan young great one sighed. 

In the distance, Shi Hao was shocked. For the sake of this object appearing in the world, the other side 

expended a great price after all. Shutuo, Anlan and the others all took action. 

Honglong! 

After a final great noise, black waves struck the skies, immediately drowning the heavens above and 

earth below, creating a boundless black expanse, nothing visible anymore. Only a bit of weak light 

transmitted from the depths of the sea. 

At this moment, everyone held their breath, quietly waiting, watching nervously. 

Finally, when everything calmed, where the graves were, the great tomb cracked apart. A chest 

appeared from within, surrounded by hazy golden light, rising and falling there. 

“That’s what we are looking for?!” Gu Clan’s young supreme being was shocked. 

Even though they were still far away, after opening their Heavenly Eyes, they could clearly see that this 

was an extremely ancient wooden chest. It was extremely tattered and old-fashioned. 

It had existed for an endless amount of time, looking like it would break apart at any moment, but now, 

it released a faint golden radiance that was divine and auspicious. 

The black waves stabilized, no longer surging! 

In reality, this so-called sea was precisely a type of boundless energy. Right now, it calmed down, but it 

didn’t withdraw, protecting the wooden chest. 

In the distance, Shi Hao saw everything clearly, his mind rising and falling. What did he have to do to 

obtain that chest? Crossing that sea didn’t seem realistic at all! 

Now, he already understood that great danger existed in the black sea. From past until now, it was 

unknown just how many people had died for the sake of this chest. 

The supreme beings who rushed here all died, not a single one succeeding. 

This time, Emperor Clan’s young great one joined hands with Gu Clan’s inheritor. The main reason why 

they could succeed was because they brought personally refined secret artifacts from Shutuo, Anlan, 

and the others with them. 

Just Immortal Gold alone, it was unknown just how much was used up in the process! 

Opening up this place cost even more than an incomparable great battle. 

“We are superior to all those before us. However, the main thing is how we are going to bring that 

tattered wooden chest out.” The Emperor Clan young great one said to himself, frowning. 

“We should make use of those powerful servants!” 



“Indeed, we should have them step up now.” Gu Clan’s young supreme being said coldly. 

At this time, the two of them produced beast skin pouches one after another, loosening the opening, 

releasing dazzling divine multicolored light. 

Then, there were twenty experts who appeared one after the other, all of them releasing terrifying 

auras. 

In the distance, Shi Hao was immediately shocked. The ones who appeared were too familiar, too 

unordinary! 

“Old soldiers!” Shi Hao immediately understood. It was because their uniforms were identical to the 

unnamed old soldiers underneath Heavenly Deity Institution, the feeling they gave off also similar. 

These were past old soldiers from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths’ side. They all wore ancient armor 

mottled with the passage of time, giving off an incredibly distant great wasteland aura. 

Correct, it was precisely those old soldiers. 

“These are puppet servants my ancestor personally refined from the past battle, all of them extremely 

powerful, obedient like dogs.” The golden lion said. 

This type of saving left Shi Hao in the distance furious, really wanting to immediately rush over and kill it. 

These were all experts from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, previously fighting while drenched in blood 

against the foreign side. In the end, they ended up in this type of state. 

Moreover, the Fearless Lion race were originally creatures of the Nine Heavens, yet in the end, they 

defected, moreover killing so many of their own people, refining a few into puppets, their actions 

extremely nasty. 

Gu Clan was similar, their situation not much different. 

They also defected, moreover, they were extremely powerful, the damage they caused great. 

“I have a few enslaved kings.” Emperor Clan’s young great one said. He produced a spatial magical 

artifact, directly releasing five old soldiers covered in armor. 

With Heaven Abyss in between, the undying existences had no way of crossing over. Right now, these 

old servants became the three young experts’ extremely important trump cards. 

In the distance, cold light flickered in Shi Hao’s eyes. He really wanted to kill these three experts, 

because right now, anger was burning within him like a raging flame. 

Those old soldiers were past residents of the Nine Heavens, but now, they were in such miserable 

states. Some of them were refined after their deaths, some directly refined into puppets, their 

conclusions miserable. 

Now, endless years passed, but they were still enslaved here. It truly was lamentable. 

“Go, bring back that wooden chest!” The three young experts separately issued orders. 



There were twenty-five old soldiers, their expressions blank, lacking all emotional fluctuations. They 

held black heavenly spears, war pikes, and other things. They walked out of burial region’s holy land one 

after another, entering the black sea. 

Pu! 

Unfortunately, as soon as they entered the sea, there were already a few old soldiers who broke apart, 

turning into lumps of bloody paste. 

“Not good, this type of power is too great!” The golden lion cried out in alarm. 

Emperor Clan young great one’s eyes also fell. He knew that things were troublesome now. 

These old soldiers were extremely fast, rushing into the depths of the great earth. Only, when faced with 

this black energy wave, they all encountered great danger. 

Sure enough, not long afterwards, this wave of mysterious force wiped out the remaining old soldiers as 

well, body and souls extinguished. 

The black wave was far more terrifying than what they imagined, it couldn’t be touched! 

“No wonder the supreme beings who came here before all died. If we don’t know when to come and 

when to leave, we will likely be finished as well.” 

Right now, they felt helpless. It was because that wave of power wasn’t something they could face. 

At the same time, Shi Hao also experienced that feeling of powerlessness, feeling like it would be hard 

for him to accomplish anything here. 

Bringing away the wooden chest seemed impossible, there was no alternative. 

Right at this time, the Emperor Clan young great one’s figure was powerful and heroic, shouting out, 

“Invite Shutuo and Anlan to descend, take action here!” 

This left Shi Hao completely stunned. The Undying Kings were going to cross Heaven Abyss? 

Chapter 1476 - Descent of the Undying Kings 

Forget about Shi Hao, even the Fearless Lion as well as Gu Clan’s inheritor trembled, turning pale with 

fright. How could it be like this? 

Shutuo, Anlan, these two unmatched experts came? However, how was this possible?! 

Those were unsurpassed undying kings. It was too difficult for them to enter Desolate Border, they were 

stopped by Heaven Abyss! 

All those who are undying couldn’t pass through Heaven Abyss. The more powerful one was, the more 

difficult it was. They would be rejected by the dao laws of that place, the two not compatible. 

“En?” Shi Hao revealed a strange expression. 

It was because when Emperor Clan’s young great one shouted out those words, nothing special 

happened here. There were no Shutuo or Anlan’s true bodies that took form. 



Up ahead, the black energy rose and fell, no longer surging chaotically, but it made everyone feel more 

and more ill at ease, feeling that they shouldn’t provoke it. 

This place was comparatively speaking already calm, no undying existences appearing. 

“Dao brother, this is?” The golden lion also became suspicious, asking like this. 

“Are you sure you can call the two great unsurpassed undying existences?” Gu Clan’s inheritor asked. It 

was extremely arrogant, never feeling like his clan was weaker than an Emperor Clan. 

In reality, they were indeed ridiculously powerful, in the past, they were able to contend against True 

Dragons, wishing to seize the number one race spot. 

True Dragon, that was a race that was regarded by others as Immortal Kings. When they grew to their 

late stage, they would ultimately turn into unmatched immortal dao existences. 

“Please wait a bit!” Emperor Clan’s young great one said, looking into the sky. His figure became more 

and more majestic, eventually starting to chant an extremely long and ancient name. 

Among them, keywords including Shutuo and Anlan were mentioned! 

Shi Hao shivered inwardly, he knew what this person was trying to do. He was chanting the true names, 

reciting all of the surnames and other things, calling out to them. 

Anlan, Shutuo, these were the simplified names of two great undying kings. They still had extremely long 

surnames and other names. If these prefixes and suffixes were added, then there would be several 

hundred characters. 

Heaven Abyss separated this place. Normally, their true bodies couldn’t cross over, so even if their true 

names were called,their true bodies naturally wouldn’t appear. 

It was clear that Shi Hao’s previous worries were unnecessary when he read Anlan and Shutuo’s names 

in parts. 

In reality, with Heaven Abyss here, mentioning them in this region wouldn’t trigger their appearance. 

“I was worried for nothing. Anlan, Shutuo, those two old bastards are restricted here, they still haven’t 

defied the heavens yet!” Shi Hao said to himself. 

If the golden lion or Gu Clan’s inheritor heard this, they might become stupefied. In all their time 

growing up in the other side, they had never heard of anyone speak about the undying kings with such 

disrespect! n--𝚘)-𝗏(/𝓔))𝓵(.𝔟//1()n 

Hong! 

Suddenly, light flashed past the void. An indistinct figure appeared! 

That type of aura was too terrifying, overwhelming everything, making everyone tremble. At this 

moment, with this place at the center, Divine Medicine Mountain Range, Heavenly Beast Forest, and 

other places were shaken, the quaking spreading into the distance. 

“They were summoned?!” Shi Hao was shocked. 



Gu Clan’s inheritor and the Fearless Lion who were the closest trembled greatly, their bodies almost 

being blasted to pieces. They even more so wanted to bow down, because they couldn’t resist this type 

of might at all. 

Kacha! 

Unfortunately, this indistinct image was unstable. It cracked the skies, and then instantly disappeared! 

Emperor Clan’s young great one was stupefied. He originally thought that he succeeded, never 

expecting to still fail at the final moment. 

One had to understand that when they came here, they prepared too many methods. He had previously 

obtained a chance to have an audience with the two unmatched kings, this type of glory was something 

that hadn’t been bestowed for who knew how many tens of thousands of years. 

Regardless of whether it was Shutuo or Anlan, their statuses were extremely high, rare for even other 

undying existences to mee themt, let alone a younger generation individual. 

The two bestowed this Emperor Clan young expert all types of secret artifacts, all of it was for this day! 

“What a pity, we couldn’t create a miracle. I originally thought that we might be able to obtain that 

wooden chest, clearing the fog that has shrouded this matter forever, learn what rested within.” The 

golden lion was extremely regretful. 

“This really is hard to accept! We all already reached this step, activated the vile earth, made the ancient 

tomb appear, even seeing the wooden chest, yet we still failed.” Gu Clan’s expert sighed. 

“We still haven’t failed yet!” The Emperor Clan young expert put away his expression of regret, the 

expression in his eyes becoming even more resolute. 

This time, he didn’t say too much, becoming serious. He was much more focused than before, to the 

extent where his expression even became a bit heavy, his fingers were even trembling slightly. 

He produced a formation core that was a faint purple color, sparkling and shining. It wasn’t tall, only 

three feet in size. 

It was made of bone matter. There was a type of incomparably powerful aura and power restrained 

within, as if there was a hibernating barbaric ferocious beast ready to revive at any time. 

“What is this?” The golden lion asked. 

“A type of special summoning stage!” The Emperor Clan young great one replied. 

Then, he produced all types of small formation banners, placing them on the bone core. They arranged 

themselves on their own. 

Afterwards, he extracted sparkling bones piece after piece. They turned into symbols, releasing keng 

qiang noises that filled this place, as if scriptures were flickering about, releasing loud noises! 

These transformations truly left one stupefied! 

Hong! 



Immediately afterwards, the golden lion and Gu Clan inheritor couldn’t hold on anymore, kneeling 

down. 

Meanwhile, the young Emperor Clan great one, after activating the last bone piece, also became like 

this, unable to resist this type of pressure, falling down. 

A type of power began to stir about, trying to link up with this altar, threading into endless space to 

reach this place. 

As a result, in an ancient and barren region in the foreign side, after who knew just how many years had 

passed since they were disturbed, today, undying light lit up streak after streak. 

“What? The ancient ancestors are reviving?” 

Hundreds of thousands of li out, millions of li out, the clansmen who had blood relationships with the 

existences who revived in the barren land were completely shocked, even their souls shaking. 

Immediately afterwards, all of the creatures in this clan sensed something, and then they began to 

tremble with fear, bowing down in this direction, prostrating themselves in worship! 

Inside of the burial region holy land, the Fearless Lion, Gu Clan inheritor, and emperor race young great 

one felt more and more uneasy, their bones trembling, releasing ka ka noises, as if they were going to 

collapse. 

“Not good, we have to quickly push it into the black energy sea, or else we will all die as well!” 

Gu Clan’s inheritor shouted. They were pressured into kneeling on the ground, forced to endure 

incomparable power. 

“Fine!” 

The three great young experts did everything they could, pushing with all their strength. On this three 

foot tall bone platform, they separated from the burial region holy land, entering the sea. 

With a pu tong sound, waves splashed outwards, black energy overflowing into the heavens! 

It was clear that this bone platform triggered an intense change in the sea of energy, causing this place 

to erupt into chaos again. 

However, this time, the bone platform wasn’t destroyed like the old soldiers, instead rising and falling in 

the ocean. 

In the distance, Shi Hao saw the truth. He felt deeply horrified, knowing that there was definitely going 

to be something happening now. Things were now incredibly troublesome, but he had no way of 

stopping it. 

When the bone platform landed in the black sea, Gu Clan’s inheritor, Fearless Lion, and Emperor Clan’s 

young great one all released a breath of air, crawling up from the ground. 

It really was strange, this burial region holy land had a secret power protecting it, regardless of whether 

it was the black energy or the bone platform, none of them were able to destroy this place. 



Kacha! 

In the black sea, a crack appeared on that bone formation core, wisps of blood seeping out, displaying 

many colors. They interweaved together, resplendent and shocking, impossible to look straight at. 

“What… kind of ancient blood is that?” The Fearless Lion was horrified. When it saw the brightly colored 

blood, it became inwardly fearful. 

“Shutuo’s blood!” The Emperor Clan young great one replied. 

In that bone core, there was actually a bit of Shutuo’s blood hidden within. This was unmatched true 

blood, representing incomparable power. 

While speaking these things, the Emperor Clan young great one produced another object, a beast skin, 

on it great dao characters that couldn’t be distinguished. 

With a chi sound, this beast skin flew into the black energy sea, landing on the bone core. After being 

soaked in the blood, with a hong sound, it began to burn on its own. 

This was an expanse of scriptures, great dao characters that summoned undying kings. Right now, 

deafening scripture sounds were released, speaking Shutuo’s entire name several times! 

“True scripture summoning, was this a summoning scripture piece written by the undying king himself?” 

Gu Clan’s inheritor’s expression changed greatly. 

“Success or failure, this is it. Even though those two great ones prepared for many years, using up 

endless heavenly materials, paying an unimaginable price, they can still only pass through Heaven Abyss 

for an instant.” The Emperor Clan young great one said. 

With a weng noise, an extremely muffled noise sounded. That bone core shone, its surroundings 

distorting. In addition, it quickly became dim, heaven and earth becoming pitch black. 

Then, it rushed into the sky from the sea, ripping apart the entire sky dome, opening up a gate, 

welcoming the undying king’s descent! 

In that instant, heaven and earth trembled greatly, the world about to be overturned! 

That type of power was too terrifying. One could vaguely see a large hand slowly reach out from the 

pitch-black heavens, truly descending. 

This wasn’t the true body, but right now, it was even better than the true body, similarly powerful, 

possessing matchless, unrivaled power. 

It was because for the sake of this moment, the undying kings had prepared for who knew how many 

tens of thousands of years. This was his most powerful magical projection. 

If it wasn’t for the burial region holy land’s effects, all of the creatures would be dead. The instant the 

great hand reached out, that aura would make the sun, moon, mountains and rivers all collapse. 

One could see it slowly appear from midair. Moreover, when it reached towards the black energy sea 

depths, countless great stars fell from the heavens above, all of them exploding in the void. 



Later on, when the great hand descended, approaching that rotting wooden chest, a sea of stars poured 

down like a waterfall. 

What kind of power was this? This was simply unimaginable! 

A hand actually caused a sea of stars to fall, simply able to destroy the starry sky with a raise of a hand. 

“Is this the power of Great Ancestor Shutuo? He’s too powerful! No matter who he faces, they would all 

explode on the spot!” The Fearless Lion said in horror. 

They stood in the burial region, protected by the holy land. Otherwise, even if they were a hundred 

times stronger, their bodies and spirits would still be destroyed, crushed by that wave of energy. 

“He succeeded!” Emperor Clan’s young great one said with pleasant surprise. It was because that large 

hand was going to grab the rotting wooden chest. 

He really wanted to know what was inside of that chest. 

It was because for the sake of this moment, Shutuo paid an extremely great price, using up endless time. 

Just what kind of thing was it that was worth him exhausting so much over? 

Hong! 

Suddenly, a terrifying vibration transmitted over. There was even more so a wave of terrifying aura that 

spread from the distance. 

It was as if a giant was reviving, about to come into being! 

“Ancient Burial Land!” Gu Clan’s young inheritor turned pale with fright. 

It was because the Ancient Burial Region he spoke of was not the place before his eyes, but rather a 

more distant region, the burial ground’s country, the place Shutuo and Anlan had previously excavated. 

“There is something in the Ancient Burial Land that is about to come out!” Emperor Clan’s young great 

one was incredibly shocked, his emotions rising and falling intensely. 

Even the Ancient Burial Region was disturbed, creatures about to emerge. Were they going to oppose 

the unmatched Shutuo?! 

Chapter 1477 - Clash of Titans 

The distant Ancient Burial Land was who knew how many tens of thousands of li from this place. It 

should be an astronomical number! 

The only relationship it had to this place was that there was an underground burial region vein that led 

here, linked up with one of the burial region’s past three great holy lands. 

Right now, the Ancient Burial Land was alarmed. There were existences awakening, releasing a 

mysterious aura. 

This was the awakening of an undead knight from the ancient grave closest to this place. It was the first 

one to react, right now releasing incomparable fluctuations! 



Emperor Clan’s young great one, Gu Clan’s inheritor and the Fearless Lion were all alarmed, feeling like 

judgment day was about to descend. In the depths of the distant burial land, there was actually a 

creature who was about to come into being! 

In the black energy sea, a portion of Shutuo’s magical body -- that large hand, quickly descended. It was 

because he sensed trouble, so he wanted to bring that wooden chest away first. 

In that hand’s surroundings, endless planets appeared, all of them brought down by the large hand from 

outer space. They were all extremely large, rumbling as they moved, carrying primal chaos energy, 

extremely shocking. 

Chi! 

Things didn’t go as Shutuo wished at all. There was divine radiance that rushed into the heavens, the 

large hand unable to grab the wooden chest. 

It was because in that place, scarlet multicolored light turned into divine swords, shooting up one after 

another, protecting the divine artifact. 

Even the hand of someone as powerful as Shutuo was blasted aside. The sword energy here was just too 

powerful, blood red like blood, resplendent like starry rivers. 

Honglong! 

The large hand wasn’t severed, nor was it damaged. It landed again, insisting on seizing the rotten 

wooden chest, wishing to bring it back to the other side! 

Chaotic energy surged intensely in the surroundings. The large stars couldn’t withstand this type of 

power, all of them exploding, releasing extremely dazzling radiance. 

This was simply like the destruction of the world. From the distance, great rotating stars split apart, truly 

a bit terrifying. 

Only, the black energy sea had a wave of extremely great power. It stopped the great hand, blasting him 

aside. 

“It’s that dark red great grave!” The Fearless Lion said with a low voice. 

Even though the great grave collapsed, sinking into the black energy sea, there were still ruins left over. 

It could display astonishing energy. 

This was too shocking. It was just an ancient grave, who exactly built it? There was only a rotten wooden 

chest inside, so how could it have this type of power? 

Shi Hao saw everything in the distance clearly. The broken dark red grave could actually stop Shutuo’s 

hand, this really was shocking. 

This time, Shutuo seemed to be angered. It was just a ruined grave, yet it actually dared stop him. 

Hong! 



Red-colored mist filled the sky, emerging from the dark red great grave, covering that great hand. It was 

sinister and strange, leaving one feeling horrified. 

Only, this time, the great hand became completely different, insisting on grabbing the rotting wooden 

chest. The first reason was because he didn’t have much time left, the second was that the other party’s 

fluctuations became increasingly intense. The burial land’s existence was about to cross over. 

With a pu sound, the large hand scattered the dark red mist, shooting straight down. Meanwhile, during 

this process, when the red mist scattered, all of the great stars that descended with the large hand 

exploded. One could see just how astonishing this type of mist was! 

“Is this... the corpse mist left behind by an unmatched existence?” Emperor Clan’s young great one was 

endlessly shocked. 

He came from an Emperor Clan, so he naturally knew a lot. He had previously heard that in the distant 

past, there were unmatched existences whose corpses released a mist, this mist able to kill undying 

existences, even injure undying kings! 

This made one feel restraining fear. The ancient graves here definitely had great origins, having 

tremendous pasts. 

Even though there was no corpse body here, this kind of red mist was enough to prove that there was 

previously an unmatched existence buried here. 

“Perhaps that unmatched existence’s corpse was moved by another, and it was moved only for the sake 

of burying this rotting wooden chest!” Gu Clan’s inheritor said. 

“The chest seized the home of another?!” The Fearless Lion cried out in shock. 

In the distance, Shi Hao heard everything, seeing it all play out. He couldn’t help but tremble as well, 

was this really this type of situation? If it was, then it was even more terrifying. What exactly was there 

in the rotting wooden chest? What kind of background did it have? n𝑜𝗏𝔢-𝒍𝔟/In 

“I have a bad feeling that the dark red great grave might have truly had an unmatched existence buried 

inside, but in the end, it was cast aside after being dug up by someone. That rotting wooden chest was 

placed in afterwards, hidden here!” Gu Clan’s young inheritor became increasingly certain. 

Honglong! 

The heavens fell and earth collapsed. The black energy sea released terrifying fluctuations, the aura 

covering heaven and earth, shattering the heavens. That place was hazy, primal chaos everywhere. 

Without a doubt, Shutuo’s great hand couldn’t be stopped. It tore through the red mist, passing through 

the scarlet multicolored light, grabbing the rotting wooden chest. 

Even though Shutuo suffered all types of resistance, the great grave’s power was still not enough to 

repel him. 

Only, the hidden fluctuations really left one horrified. Shi Hao was sure that if not for his body being in 

the holy land, being protected, creatures more than a hundred times stronger than them would 

immediately explode, their bodies and spirits all wiped out. 



The undying kings’ power was incomparable, exceeding the limits of this world. It was something 

creatures of other levels couldn’t understand at all. 

“What a pity!” 

Shi Hao clenched his fists tightly, sighing with regret. The rotting wooden chest ended up being grabbed 

by Shutuo! 

This chest originally didn’t have any symbols flickering about it, nor were there any terrifying 

fluctuations that were released. It didn’t resist, allowing itself to be grabbed. 

This really was a bit surprising! 

“Ancient ancestor, be careful!” The Fearless Lion roared out, warning Shutuo. 

It was because right at this time, an ocean wave-like fluctuation transmitted from the burial land. 

Moreover, there was an expanse of black mist that surged over, about to completely cover Shutuo’s 

large hand. 

Shi Hao was extremely regretful. He really loathed this race, hatred filling him. The Fearless Lion race 

originally belonged to the Nine Heavens Ten Earths, but they actually didn’t feel any loyalty. Not long 

ago, this golden lion even forced those puppets refined from the bodies of the past people to enter the 

black energy sea, treating those old soldiers like slaves. In the end, all of them turned into thick blood. 

Meanwhile now, he called a foreign undying king ancient ancestor, carrying a respectful appearance, as 

if he was its dearest person. 

This made Shi Hao really want to immediately remove its head. 

“You traitor...” Shi Hao said quietly to himself, deciding that when he had the chance, he had to kill it. 

Weng long! 

Like thunder, this black mist surged over. After wrapping around Shutuo’s large hand, terrifying dark 

light was released, as if it was going to burn the great hand into ashes. 

This place shook endlessly! 

Chi! 

At the same time, far away, there really was a creature who arrived in the burial land! 

That was a hand, white and wretched, as if it had been soaked in water for many days. It was extremely 

large, covering heaven and earth as it hacked towards Shutuo’s arm. 

Hong! 

Shutuo’s arm shone, resisting with mysterious ancestral methods. Moreover, it grabbed the rotting 

wooden chest, quickly rushing towards the great void crack. He wanted to leave, not wishing to fight 

here. 

It was because he came for this rotting wooden chest, not to fight. He didn’t have much time left, and 

what he wanted was already in hand, so he had to hurry back. 



Only, this undead knight was too formidable, destroying this place. When the large hand descended, 

heaven and earth collapsed, cutting off Shutuo’s path of retreat, precisely wishing to stop him. 

Shutuo’s body couldn’t cross over. Even though it was only a single hand, it was still extremely powerful. 

Right now, killing energy overflowed, he was truly angered. 

Peng! 

Shutuo protected the rotting wooden chest, using his arm to strike the deathly pale, corpse-like large 

hand. 

A deafening sound was immediately released, the scene terrifying. 

In that place, apart from the black energy sea, there was only primal chaos. The two individuals’ strikes 

seemed to have re-established heaven and earth, wiping out all things. 

Then, undying light flickered. The undead knight’s aura surged, the two starting to fight intensely. 

“There isn’t much time left, there won’t be enough time if Great Ancestor Shutuo doesn’t return now!” 

Gu Clan’s inheritor said softly, feeling extremely worried. 

However, that deathly pale large hand carried terrifying power, continuously striking out, stopping 

Shutuo’s return. 

“It didn’t come for the rotting wooden chest, it doesn’t care about that, only emerging to stop Great 

Ancestor Shutuo?” The Emperor Clan young great one was confused. 

It was because he discovered that the deathly pale great hand continuously struck out, attacking 

Shutuo, as if it wanted the other party to directly crush the rotting wooden chest, doing this 

intentionally. 

The deathly white large hand released a strange radiance, previously even hitting the rotting wooden 

chest several times. 

This left everyone shocked. That wooden chest actually wasn’t destroyed! Even though it looked like it 

was already decaying, it still didn’t completely shatter. 

“Not good, the escape route is in danger!” The Fearless Lion was worried, moreover carrying endless 

regret. 

Was this trip going to end in failure? 

One could see Shutuo’s hand turning indistinct, becoming more blurry. It was because the time was up, 

clearly about to disappear. 

Qiang! 

Suddenly, the sparkling bone platform shone. It was less than three feet tall, but it possessed inviolable 

divine might. Right now, cracks appeared on its surface again. 

Another type of ancient blood appeared, quickly spreading out. Moreover, the entire bone platform 

began to burn, scripture sounds ringing out in a deafening manner. 



A resplendent golden spear appeared! 

Anlan’s spear, it was actually this weapon that appeared! 

Of course, this wasn’t that spear’s true self, but rather its power that took form here. 

At the same time, space was linked up, a large hand reaching over, grabbing the golden spear, piercing 

out ferociously. 

“Great Ancestor Anlan has appeared!” The Fearless Lion shouted with pleasant surprise. 

Anlan’s large hand appeared at the same time as his weapon! 

With a pu sound, the attack was fierce and accurate. Anlan’s golden spear pierced through the deathly 

white large hand, nailing it in the void! 

Chapter 1478 - Burial King n((O𝑣𝔢𝑙𝔟In 

Anlan also appeared, holding the golden spear, nailing the large hand that pierced over from the burial 

land! 

This sudden change was extremely shocking, extremely sudden, exceeding everyone’s imagination. 

Forget about their shock, even that existence from the burial region was stunned, not expecting this, 

unable to avoid this attack. 

The golden spear was too resplendent. The spearpoint stabbed through that large hand. There was black 

blood that flowed, surging with waves of sinister light, a mysterious aura also spreading from it. 

Hong! 

The deathly pale large hand shook, directly forcing out the golden spear. Now matter how Anlan tried to 

stab deeper, the large hand still struggled free. 

Moreover, in the depths of the burial region, a world-shaking roar sounded, the voice like thunder, 

shaking up Desolate Border. Corpse energy overflowed, death mist spreading. 

This place immediately became like the underworld, incredibly cold and gloomy, making even one’s soul 

become cold, as if it was going to be frozen solid. 

The burial region holy land shone, ripples spreading, stopping the aura, isolating the black energy sea’s 

power. Otherwise, this would be a great disaster! 

One could see the deathly white great hand suddenly move, grab the golden spear, to the extent where 

it abandoned Shutuo’s indistinct large hand. 

“What is this thing? Could it be a burial land’s king?” Gu Clan’s inheritor’s eyes surged with light. 

His soul was shaking. This was involuntary, even with the holy land’s protection, his soul still almost 

scattered. This was the pressure of an unmatched expert. 

He was a bit scared. That large hand was deathly white, lacking color, carrying corpse mist. Heavy death 

energy lingered about it, so how could it withstand Great Ancestor Shutuo? 



Even though it was injured by Anlan’s spear, it clearly didn’t feel fear. It struggled free, now starting its 

counterattack. 

Shi Hao’s mind rose and fell. He had previously heard the female undead knight say that the Ancient 

Burial Region’s true top level figures might be holy, lacking heavy death energy, while their descendants 

were Golden Undead Knights. 

However, there were a few matchless undead knights that didn’t like the divine and holy, still being 

covered in overflowing death mist, existing in the vicious and vile lands, surrounded by demonic fog. 

It was clear that this undead knight was part of the latter. Even at such a high cultivation realm, 

possessing the bearing of being unmatched under the heavens, it was still shrouded in gloomy black 

mist. 

Hong! 

The most intense great battle erupted. Time was short, but the movements were fast to the extreme, 

reaching a level unimaginable for normal experts. 

Time and space in that place became chaotic, because they were interfering with time itself. The long 

river of time could be seen! This was simply unimaginable. Just a battle alone even made the ancient 

river of time appear, just how heaven-defying was this? 

Shutuo didn’t continue fighting, not because he wasn’t strong, but because his time was up. He was 

about to disappear. That hand grabbed the wooden chest, quickly withdrawing, about to return to the 

foreign side! 

This was merely a part of his body, only a projected hand, yet it was already so terrifying, matchless and 

incomparable. It truly was hard to imagine just what kind of terrifying things would happen if his true 

body appeared. 

Weng! 

Waves of roars sounded from the distance. A giant creature appeared, standing at the limits of the 

horizon. Before it even appeared, it opened its mouth, immediately firing out a streak of black energy. In 

that place, all things withered away, and then there were signs of life, the scene extremely shocking. 

An undead knight actually revealed the process of the world’s destruction, and then the return of all 

living things. 

Meanwhile, this was just a small portion of that type of that type of profound mystery. That type of 

matchless dao law was incomparable. 

Peng! 

The void was torn apart. The three foot tall sparkling purple bone formation core in the black energy sea 

broke apart into pieces. 

Shutuo’s large hand immediately became dim, his time was up. Moreover, now that he suffered this 

type of attack, he couldn’t maintain his form anymore, about to completely disappear. 



“You...” Shutuo released this type of sound for the first time, carrying unwillingness. He sighed, his true 

body couldn’t cross over. He had no choice, nor did he have time to fight! 

Peng! 

That rotting wooden coffin fell back into the black energy sea. Even though it wasn’t that heavy, it 

instead stirred up great waves. 

Qiang! Qiang! Qiang! 

In the void, the noises were deafening. Anlan continuously clashed with that deathly white large hand. 

Sparks flew in all directions, dao laws appearing and disappearing. Divine chains of order crashed down 

like an endless waterfall, pouring down from above, just too concentrated and powerful. 

One could see the sky dome become dim, quite a few stars were pierced through by the endless light of 

order here, quickly being smashed apart. 

In the distance, that creature approached. No one was able to see things clearly, because the mist 

became even thicker, not even the Heavenly Eyes ability able to see through it. 

Even though it was getting closer, it was still who knew how many tens of thousands of li away. Only, its 

size was too great, which was why they could see it. 

It took action with full force from far away! 

Hong! 

A pair of hands moved through the air, making the endless sky fall apart! 

What kind of scene was this? 

Regardless of whether it was Shi Hao, the Emperor Clan’s young great one, or the Fearless Lion and 

others, they were all shocked, their souls shaking, not daring to believe what they were seeing. 

The long river of time appeared, passing by its body! 

Was this to prove that it was unmatched throughout time? 

Without a doubt, this was a Burial King, an ancient creature that might have very well slept through 

several great eras. Once it emerged in this world, it immediately possessed an unmatched aura that 

engulfed the heavens above and earth below! 

“Are you taking advantage of the fact that my true body cannot cross over?” Anlan spoke, extremely 

cold. It was still the large hand holding the golden spear, pointing into the distance, moreover guarding 

the rotting wooden chest nearby. 

Hong! 

A wave of primordial aura surged, not like a living creature, but more like a portion of history that 

reappeared! 

That creature moved, both hands moving, forming an indescribable magical imprint, all of it smashing 

towards Anlan. 



Qiang! 

The golden long spear in Anlan’s hands shook, pressing forward, stabbing out, not shrinking back 

because of that matchless magical imprint. 

Hong! 

Moreover, at this moment, a large hand suddenly reached out from behind the giant creature, fiercely 

striking down, powerful to the extreme! 

Shutuo’s palm clearly disappeared, so how did it appear again, attacking the Undead King?! 

Peng! 

That creature took this palm, staggering. It suddenly turned around, pointing out a finger, chasing in that 

direction. 

“Heavens!” The Fearless Lion was fearful, couldn’t help but cry out in alarm. It understood, Shutuo really 

did return a while ago, this was the time imprint he left behind, touching upon the ancient river of time. 

However, it could only cause this instant of distraction. Shutuo definitely carried regret, only able to 

disappear after a single strike. 

It wasn’t the true body, so no matter how heaven-defying his methods were, in the end, he didn’t have 

the most effective killing methods. 

At the same time, deafening keng qiang noises rang out. The Burial King’s matchless magical imprint 

smashed against the golden spear. This place became blurry, turning into primal chaos. 

“What a pity, Great Ancestor Anlan’s time has also arrived, unable to make an all out effort, no way of 

fighting a battle!” Emperor Clan’s young great one said with a sigh. 

Meanwhile, at this moment, the three great young experts’ bodies became cold. If Anlan also 

disappeared, not only did it mean that their mission this time failed, they might also die here. 

The only fortunate thing was that when Anlan’s hand and the golden spear became faint, that creature 

didn’t cross over, still remaining far away. 

The Fearless Lion, Gu Clan inheritor and Emperor Clan young great one, none of them noticed that there 

was an indistinct vortex in the distance. 

Shi Hao was far away, outside the battlefield, so he immediately noticed that scene! 

“Heaven Abyss!” He was extremely shocked, it was Heaven Abyss that was rotating, as if it was 

intimidating the Burial King, but also might be stopping Anlan and Shutuo from truly appearing and 

descending. 

Dong! 

The rotting wooden chest fell back into the black energy sea again. 

Hou! 



The Burial King released a low roar, smashing out a type of magical imprint. Anlan and his spear 

completely disappeared because their time was up. 

In the sky, the giant vortex moved, Heaven Abyss was rumbling, covering Desolate Border! 

The Burial King didn’t cross over. After standing in the limits of the horizon for a moment, it left into the 

distance step by step, continuously shrinking. In the end, it entered the Ancient Burial Region, returning 

to its great grave. 

“This...” Shi Hao felt a wave of icy coldness. That part of undead earth vein was clearly within Desolate 

Border, not separated in the foreign side’s territory. 

There was an Undead King inside of this branch vein! 

This wasn’t some good thing. Once it went crazy, attacking Imperial Pass had a high chance of 

happening. 

What made him feel a bit more relieved was that even though it was close, it was still restricted, Heaven 

Abyss opposing it. 

Heaven Abyss calmed down, not surging with boundless secret force anymore. 

That Burial King left, truly not appearing again. Moreover, it didn’t come to pick up the rotting wooden 

chest. This really was shocking. 

Didn’t it come for this chest? Did it really want to attack Shutuo and Anlan, not wanting existences on 

this level to descend near it? 

No one said anything. The three great experts all looked towards the black energy sea. 

Shi Hao was also staring in that direction, watching impatiently. No one expected that in the last 

moment, the undying kings had to return without anything, the Burial King also directly withdrawing. 

Shi Hao turned into a streak of light, standing at the edge of the holy land, right outside the black energy 

sea. 

It was because he wasn’t the only one, even the other three individuals saw the black sea quickly draw 

back. In that instant, it withdrew, entering the depths of the vile earth! 

The rotting wooden chest was left where it was! 

Chapter 1479 - Clash 

The rotting wooden chest released a faint golden radiance. It was extremely hazy, wrapped in light, 

giving one an extremely mysterious feeling. 

It quietly rested on the dark red earth, not releasing any strange fluctuations. However, everyone 

couldn’t help but imagine what exactly was inside. 

The vile earth was extremely calm, the terrifying black energy sea completely retreating. Meanwhile, the 

Burial King, Shutuo and Anlan all left as well, thus disappearing. No one expected things to turn out this 

way! 



This place became peaceful. The object that the foreign undying kings had set their eyes on this entire 

time was right here, currently an ownerless item. 

It could be said that right now, at this moment, regardless of whether it was Shi Hao or the Gu Clan’s 

inheritor, they both felt a wave of restlessness inside, really wanting to immediately rush over and pick 

up this chest! 

However, they carried restraining fear. Even Shutuo and Anlan were defeated, so would they be able to 

succeed? 

Even though the ancient land was quiet, extremely calm, that rotting wooden chest not releasing any 

dangerous aura, they were still a bit nervous, not daring to act recklessly. 

After all, this mysterious artifact had been passed around for too long. It could be said that even all 

those endless years back, the undying kings had already begun their plans, wishing to obtain it. 

However, they all failed, unable to obtain it in the end. 

Right now, with only a few youngsters here, would they really be able to succeed? 

This was but a great treasure that had existed through endless time. Shutuo, Anlan, and the other 

unmatched existences made such a big fuss over it, so for a few youngsters to obtain it easily really 

wasn’t very realistic. 

Thus, even though it was almost within reach, regardless of whether it was the Emperor Clan young 

great one, Fearless Lion, or Gu Clan’s inheritor, none of them moved, only watching from where they 

stood. 

Their eyes were burning with desire, hearts surging with emotions, but they just didn’t take action! 

Shi Hao was also like this. Even though he arrived at the edge of the holy land adjacent to the vile earth, 

able to see that rotting wooden chest clearly, he still didn’t really take action. 

He was hesitating, inwardly feeling restraining fear. After all, this thing was too strange, buried within 

the dark red great grave for one or two great eras already, only heaven knew whether or not there 

would be any strange things attached to it. 

What if after they obtained it, it suddenly acted out, releasing mysterious fluctuations? It might be able 

to directly blast him into a bloody paste. 

It was because this was something even Shutuo had tried to seize. If it had any inherent power, it would 

definitely be unimaginable! 

“What clan are you from?” Suddenly, the Emperor Clan young great one spoke up, looking towards Shi 

Hao. Then, he nodded, saying, “Not bad, you were able to escape the dangerous situation just now, not 

an easy feat.” 

He was hinting at when the black waves rushed into the heavens, when they were running for their lives 

together. 

When Gu Clan’s inheritor and the Fearless Lion heard this, they both nodded. When they faced Shi Hao, 

they weren’t arrogant, rather quite moderate in their tone. 



Then, they extended an olive branch, inviting Shi Hao to go over, help them obtain that rotting wooden 

chest. 

Shi Hao had some hesitation. He didn’t want to do this, but he had no choice but to act the part, 

seriously put on a display under the Emperor Clan’s might. 

Even though he was a human skeleton, it wasn’t all that strange, because many powerful creatures 

would become human form, for example, this was the case for the Emperor Clan young great one. 

Moreover, there were humans on the other side, large areas where the creatures were identical to the 

creatures from the Nine Heavens Ten Earths. 

Shi Hao put on a look as if he was bracing himself to do it. Meanwhile, he was considering who he ought 

to kill first when he got closer! 

At his level, if the other party didn’t put on any guard, allowing him to approach, perhaps he might be 

able to kill them with one strike! 

Logically speaking, he should kill the Emperor Clan young great one, because this type of individual was 

the most terrifying, exceptionally powerful. However, Shi Hao also felt like the Gu Clan’s inheritor’s 

strength was similarly shocking, perhaps not inferior to the Emperor Clan’s! 

“Is it possible to kill both of them?” Great waves surged in Shi Hao’s mind. He was preparing to take 

action. 

It was because at this time, he approached. For an expert at his level, the distance was already enough 

for him to make his move! 

Hong! 

Shi Hao took action, preparing to kill both the Emperor Clan young great one and Gu Clan’s inheritor. His 

left hand displayed the Nine Dao Reincarnations Heavenly Art, right hand operating the Imperishable 

Scripture, multicolored light surging! 

Moreover, his other divine abilities’ natural laws and others were all unleashed, to the extent where he 

even used the Magical Force Immunity strange secret method. 

All of this was for the sake of achieving a one strike kill! 

However, what was shocking was that the three great experts on the other side also took action at the 

same time, attacking him fiercely. Ancestral methods shone resplendently, magical force surging, 

blasting over. 

In reality, at this moment, the three great foreign experts were even more shocked than Shi Hao! 

Not long ago, they carried suspicions, feeling that this human skeleton wasn’t quite right. When they 

talked to Shi Hao, it was just to make him drop his guard, bait him over and then kill him! 

They never expected that Shi Hao carried the same goal, also wishing to eliminate them. 

Without a doubt, the two sides’ intentions were the same, both wishing to suddenly take action, take 

down the other party. As a result, they ended up directly clashing like this. 



However, Shi Hao wasn’t worried, because he used the magical immunity secret force. Back then, when 

he devoured the Golden Bodhi Fruit, he unexpectedly obtained this miraculous skill. In sudden battles, it 

could display unexpected results. 

Hong! 

What left him shocked was that the magic immunity this time wasn’t effective, becoming neutralized. 

A black stone pendant on the Emperor Clan young great one’s body shone, counteracting this effect! 

“En? My side’s extreme art? It belongs to an ancient Emperor Clan, yet it is actually grasped by someone 

in Imperial Pass!” The Fearless Lion was shocked. 

The three foreign experts’ pupils all contracted, clearly surprised at the appearance of this ability, 

becoming extremely fearful. 

“You thing that retraced your ancestry, did you forget where you came from? You really are treating the 

foreign side as your ancestral earth?!” Shi Hao berated, finding it more and more unsightly, really 

wishing to slap it to death. 

The precious techniques and other things he displayed began to concentrate slightly more on the 

Fearless Lion! 

“Courting death, it was you after all, Huang!” The Fearless Lion’s voice became chilly, pupils ice-cold and 

ruthless. “My clan has long slaughtered its way out from the Nine Heavens, arriving in a world that is 

much more vast, where in the world can’t one make their home? A descendant of the defeated like you 

will never understand, destined to be wiped out!” 

Hong! 

At this moment, both sides faced off. Divine light surged. The divine ability Shi Hao released clashed with 

the other party’s ancestral methods, this place becoming incredibly brilliant. 

The three great experts attacked Shi Hao from all sides, this was naturally an extremely grave matter! 

“There is no need to worry about his Magical Force Immunity, I can neutralize it!” Right at this time, the 

Emperor Clan young great one spoke out. Previously, even though he was shocked, he still quickly 

calmed down. 

In reality, Gu Clan’s inheritor and the Fearless Lion had long recovered their composure as well. Even 

though they felt restraining fear towards this type of ability, they still weren’t that scared. 

The foreign side had an ancient Emperor Clan with this type of unmatched ability, known to be a 

restricted extreme art, so the other clans naturally researched it, wishing to find a way to neutralize it. 

Since both of them were Emperor Clans, they naturally attached even more importance to this! 

This Emperor Clan young great one before his eyes had a black pendant on him, this was the best proof 

of this. This was a type of magical artifact his clan’s older generation experts refined, it could counteract 

the immunity’s effects. 



Gu Clan’s expert and the Fearless Lion also researched it before, the two also having a few methods of 

dealing with it. 

No abilities were truly perfect, impossible to defeat. Otherwise, the Emperor Clan who grasped the 

magical immunity would truly become unmatched in the heavens above and earth below. 

This type of skill could only make them stronger, give them the advantage, it couldn’t ensure that they 

could dominate the world! 

It was because the other Emperor Clans had always been researching ways to break through this 

method. 

Kacha! 

Lightning flickered, thunder roared, ghosts cried and deities howled, rubble flew everywhere. A great 

explosion took place here, primal chaos light appearing, immortal light filling the air. Both sides fought 

fiercely. 

The sudden attack failed, so Shi Hao didn’t face them head-on. He didn’t allow himself to be 

surrounded, he occupied the best position right from the start. 

It had to be said that the three great experts were too terrifying. This was just the start, yet the heavens 

already began to split apart, the ancient land about to cave in. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao flicked his finger out. A streak of divine light rushed out, not aiming at the Fearless Lion or Gu 

Clan’s inheritor, but rather towards that vile earth. 

This made the three great experts’ expression change at the same time. They knew what Shi Hao was 

doing. 

Dang! 

That streak of light struck the rotting wooden chest, sending it flying. There was still a gentle golden 

radiance being released. 

Nothing unexpected happened in the vile earth. The rotting wooden chest never erupted with strange 

force, nor did the black energy sea surge from the depths of this ancient land. 

It could be obtained? The other three individuals’ eyes became like blades, sharp and penetrating. n--𝚘)-
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At this moment, the three individuals reached out their hands as well, releasing dazzling light, blasting at 

that rotting wooden chest, also testing things out! 

Sure enough, the chest flew out, the sound ear-splitting. It was still extremely stable, not erupting with 

much power. 

Moreover, the vile earth dried up, the black energy not rushing over. Apart from this, that dark red 

damaged grave, after disappearing not too long ago, didn’t release power at this moment either. 



There was no danger, the chest could be obtained! 

At this moment, four figures shot out like lightning, all of them rushing over with extreme speed. They 

all wanted to obtain that item, become the owner of the rotting wooden chest! 

What battle, what hunt? Right now, none of it was important. The most important thing was being able 

to grab the wooden chest first! 

Chapter 1480 - Crazy Immortal Medicine 

Hong! 

In the void, divine light surged, the sky dome cracking apart! 

Four streaks of lightning interweaved. When one looked closely, these were individuals. They clashed in 

the air, to the extent where it wasn’t just Shi Hao facing them, the foreign three great experts even 

clashed with each other. 

It was because they all wanted to obtain the rotting wooden chest. Right now, the Fearless Lion and Gu 

Clan inheritor both took extreme action. 

Originally, the Emperor Clan young expert, Fearless Lion and Gu Clan’s inheritor traveled together, allied 

together, but now, there was a clash of interests. 

The rotting wooden chest was just too important. The three great young experts all wanted to obtain it 

first, and then open it. Perhaps this might affect their ultimate natural luck for their entire lives. 

Otherwise, Shutuo and Anlan, why would they fight over this, scheme for endless years? 

Before was one thing, the three great experts didn’t know if they could obtain it, so they advanced and 

retreated together. Now, with the opportunity right before them, they could clearly grasp it! 

That was why they attacked Shi Hao while facing each other as well, clashing sometimes, interfering 

with each other. They wanted to be the first, seize it before anyone else. 

This scene was extremely strange, Shi Hao became the first target of attack, but the other three 

individuals also released killing energy towards each other, continuously erupting with ancestral method 

radiance. 

Peng! 

Even though they were clashing, these individuals didn’t use great killing methods, because those 

needed time to prepare. They had to stir on their entire body’s vital energy and magical force. 

What they were competing in right now was speed. Regardless of whether it was them charging ahead 

or taking action together, they were all as fast as lightning. 

Shi Hao released a roar, enduring the Fearless Lion’s attack, borrowing its momentum to rush forward, 

throw himself at the rotting wooden chest. 

Hong! 



However, streaks of divine light shot at him one after another from the rear. The Emperor Clan young 

expert took action powerfully, blasting that place apart, sending the rotting wooden chest flying. 

Chi! The Emperor Clan young expert’s speed was too fast, immediately rushing over, carrying dazzling 

electrical radiance, grabbing towards the rotting wooden chest. 

Only, during this process, the Gu Clan’s inheritor took action. Space fragments flickered about one hand, 

time force surging in the other, directly restricting and bringing over that rotting wooden chest. 

Hou! 

The Fearless Lion released a great roar, the divine ability world shocking. This Lion Roar shook up the 

mountains and rivers, making space collapse. Large black cracks extended out who knew how many li. 

It was clear that this Lion Roar great ability temporarily collapsed space, intercepting the rotting wooden 

chest. 

Shi Hao couldn’t help but release a sigh, this lion was far stronger than the other brothers. It really did 

retrace his ancestry. It was the same divine ability, yet the power was on a whole different level. 

Peng! 

Shi Hao rushed into the sky, enduring the three great experts’ attacks. The radiance here was incredibly 

dazzling, immediately drowning him underneath. 

Even though the three great experts bore some hostility against each other, they were still focused him, 

rejecting him. After all, he came from Imperial Pass, so he was the most important enemy. 

Chi! 

Divine light rushed into the heavens. Shi Hao rose into the air, avoiding their attacks. With a raise of his 

hand, golden willow branches extended out one after another, turning into divine chains of order, about 

to seize that chest. 

“Huang, others might be scared of you, but I am not! I wanted to kill you a long time ago!” The Fearless 

Lion roared. Its entire body was golden, even though it lacked flesh right now, it still had a terrifying 

abnormal appearance. 

Behind it, a massive lion appeared, towering into the clouds like a golden mountain. This was its ancient 

ancestor’s imprint, engraved into its bones. 

Right now, that ancient lion’s mane was even more resplendent than golden flames, the entire body 

releasing incomparable power, gradually merging with that golden skeleton, as if that old lion from the 

last great era reappeared in this world! 

Hong! 

Its claw slapped forward, immediately tearing apart the sky dome. Its form was massive, divine might 

world shocking, simply like an unbeatable primordial demonic god. 

Shi Hao remained extremely calm, directly smashing a fist over. Moreover, he said coldly, “A race of 

traitors even dare speak of bravery? Your clan has long bowed down to the other side!” 



This strike caused heavenly winds to surge, the divine radiance powerful, the energy too intense, 

multicolored light filling this world! 

Honglong! Before the two individuals’ exchange ended, on the side, Gu Clan’s young inheritor took 

action. A lance appeared in each of his hands. He said coldly, “Huang, do not think that just because you 

defeated some King Clans, you are unmatched under the sky! Take this!” 

It had to be said that the Gu Clan really was too terrifying. In Shi Hao’s opinion, it was definitely a great 

threat. 

It was because those two spears were incarnations of great divine laws, each containing extremely 

terrifying auras. 

One spear was a time spear! 

It carried the power of time. The instant it pierced over, time became chaotic, seemingly coming to a 

standstill. Everything here seemed like it was going to stop. 

The other long spear was a spatial spear, gathering the power of space. It pierced through all 

obstructions, carrying the power of this heaven and earth. 

This was simply unimaginable. Spears of time and space, the power was incomparable, making all others 

at this level horrified. 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao used the Six Dao Reincarnations. Six black holes appeared, devouring those two spears, using 

this to deal with the Gu Clan expert. 

Hong! 

On the other side, a wave of berserk power that shocked the heavens above and earth below 

transmitted over. The Emperor Clan young expert produced a weapon, hacking it over. 

This was a long blade, the divine might brilliant, intimidating to the extreme. This blade was 

exceptionally long, its power able to leave all creatures in the Self Severing Realm in despair. It was just 

too powerful. 

The Emperor Clan young expert finally displayed his power, wanting to get rid of Shi Hao first. Blade 

energy surged, rushing out who knew how many tens of thousands of li, cutting down the life force 

within this territory. 

Even Gu Clan’s inheritor and the Fearless Lion became incredibly shocked. They began to suspect if the 

Emperor Clan young great one also wanted to deal with them. 

Fortunately, even though the blade energy swept through the world, it only hacked towards Shi Hao. 

Qiang! 

Shi Hao drew his sword. The Everlasting Sword Core was brilliant, clashing with that long blade! 



In the distance, the rotting wooden chest continuously rolled about, unable to remain in one place 

under the blast waves of their great battle, flying everywhere together with rubble. 

The four great experts prepared to go all out, confront each other here! 

Without a doubt, Shi Hao was only one person, so if he was surrounded, he would be left in a passive 

situation. 

“Don’t get in my way, let me kill him!” Emperor Clan’s young great one said coldly, having the Fearless 

Lion and Gu Clan’s inheritor not pull him back, to stop attacking him. 

“Stop boasting shamelessly, if not for time being pressing, I would kill all of you one by one!” Shi Hao 

coldly replied. 

Hong! 

He hacked out with his sword, and also sent out a fist. Imperishable Scripture flickered about, shaking 

the skies. 

Shi Hao broke out, chasing after the rotting wooden chest. He really was scared of something 

unexpected happening. If another creature appeared and stole this chest, then things would become 

much more troublesome. 

It was because this wasn’t impossible, because there was a burial region branch vein underground, so 

the slumbering undead knights might be alarmed. 

At the very least, there was a female undead knight in the holy land. But for some reason, she never 

appeared. 

“Kill!” 

In the back, the three great experts shouted, all of them rushing over. Divine light was released in tens 

of thousands of streaks, piercing through the great earth, sending that wooden chest flying again. 

Moreover, the three of them tacitly agreed to get rid of Shi Hao first, and then compete over the natural 

luck with each other. 

When the rotted wooden chest landed on the ground surface, it finally stopped moving. It was a bit 

further from the battlefield. 

En? 

“Not good!” 

A moment later, they all released a strange cry. They all rushed over, even losing the interest in killing 

Shi Hao. 

It was because that rotten wooden chest began to move, moreover increasing speed, inconceivably fast. 

The four great experts rushed out together, chasing after it. 

How could the chest run on its own? 



Soon afterwards, they knew what was going on. There was a creature dragging it, wishing to seize it! 

The four individuals all opened their Heavenly Eyes, immediately becoming shocked. 

Shi Hao was a bit speechless. The plunderer was actually that immortal medicine! 

It also joined in on the action, getting involved. 

After it was discovered, this medicine no longer hid itself, wrapping its branches around the chest. Then, 

it began to run at full speed, really too fast. 

At this time, the black energy sea had long withdrew, so the restrictions on this place became weak. This 

immortal medicine was extremely fast, moreover able to flee through the sky or earth. 

Xiu! 

It directly disappeared, moving through the void, thus vanishing. 

“You can’t escape!” Gu Clan’s inheritor shouted. He grasped spatial great dao divine laws. The spatial 

spear in his hand smashed apart the void, immediately forcing the immortal medicine back out. 

With a chi sound, it used the underground. This was rather tricky, because this was the holy land and 

vile earth, this ancient land extremely strange, heaven knew what was hidden underneath the earth 

layer. 

This place easily isolated one’s perception, difficult for one to fully grasp its whereabouts. 

“You can’t escape!” Shi Hao said coldly. 

Even this medicine dared compete with him, this chest gave him more and more of a mysterious feeling. 

At the same time, he began to wonder, did the long life tree previously guide him to this vile earth really 

just to deal with him? Perhaps it also wanted to borrow his strength, also having its eyes on this chest. 

Chi! 

Shi Hao didn’t worry for his own safety, entering the ground to chase after the long life tree. 

He wasn’t scared of losing it, because he had a leaf on him that was previously obtained from the long 

life tree. There was a strong imprint aura on it. 

Shi Hao locked onto this aura underground, directly chasing after it! 

The three great experts in the back frowned, feeling that things were a bit troublesome, scared that they 

might lose it. 

They felt that things were really bad, fearing that in the end, this chest might end up in Shi Hao’s hands. 

Underground, the immortal medicine was running extremely quickly! 

This really was a bit crazy. This was just a long life medicine, yet it was fighting with Shi Hao over the 

rotten wooden chest. 

 


